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A PICTORIAL SCENARIO OF STUDENT LIFE AT
ROLLINS COLLEGE PRESENTED IN THE
1939 EDITION OF THE
autalzan
FOREWORD
In presenting the Jcmckun we introduce {jsetzcmciuty in the
_ Plakinff, the richest of all human adventures in happiness and
in service. The definite purpose of our alma mater is to de-
velop personality through knowledge to power, and every de-
partment of the college concentrates in this central aim.
In the following pages we aim to give the world a compre-
hensive picture of life at Rollins, revealing the student and the
professor, his interests and his activities. We will see some-
thing of his attitudes, habits, manners, and morals in college life.
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T O M O K A N
GRACIOUS, BENEFICENT, UNSELFISH,
COURAGEOUS, AND LOVED BY ALL MEM-
BERS OF THE ROLLINS FAMILY, SHE HAS
ADDED GREATLY TO THE HAPPINESS
AND SUCCESS OF OUR COLLEGE DAYS.
Mrs. Frances Knowles Warren
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A
PERSONAL AND A PHYSICAL ENVIRON-
MENT SURROUNDING A STUDENT IS
IMPORTANT IN DEVELOPING MORAL-
ITY, MANNERS AND HABITS. The T<p/-
lins College Campus WITH ITS UNIFIED
PLAN OF ARCHITECTURE IS FORTU-
NATELY SITUATED IN THE IDEAL
COMMUNITY OF WINTER PARK.
E
NMENT
DOMICILE
Where weary bodies rest and souls are nurtured into refinement
THE THEATRE
^—liiuic J<^tiA*elt
"~Jlieaire
W here we perceive the highest reaches of wit and emotion
RELAXATION
RELIGION
Man is a soul enthroned in flesh and blood
Nothing is so beautiful as Christianity
IN MEMORIAM
The passing of Dean Campbell this year was felt deeply hy everyone
connected with Rollins. We have always regarded him as a very definite
part of our environment. Lovable, open-minded and just, his life was spent
in the cause of humanity to make this town and this college a happier place
in which to dwell. The memory of his life will serve as an inspiration for
each of us who knew Dean so well.
ADJUSTMENT MODIFIES OUR BEHA-
VIOUR IN THE INTEREST OF GREATER
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL WELFARE.
Orientation OF NEW STUDENTS IS FACIL-
ITATED BY THE CULTURAL AND DEM-
OCRATIC ATMOSPHERE OF ROLLINS.
AD
TMENT
Jenelle Arrives Dick's First Interview
Every Freshman class on entering Rollins is outward-
ly alike. Some of its members are timid; others, bold;
and still others, refreshingly natural. The first few days
of Orientation Week find an undistinguished group of
new students wandering around over the campus trying
in a vague way to make themselves acceptable to Rollins.
Then the actual routine of college life begins. These
same Freshmen, who at first thought they would never
become accepted in campus life, gradually form an in-
First Assembly for Freshmen
Making Friends Trow Advises Hortense
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\ i Plans Her Coi rses FRATERNITY lilDS A UK CONSIDERED
tegral part of Rollins. There are a few, of course, who
refuse to adjust themselves to a change in environment
and outlook. After struggling against existing condi-
tions vainly, they either finally accept them or leave
school.
However the others go on to make friends, join organi-
zations, and, most important, to realize the difference
between the trivial and uninteresting and the worthwhile
and important aspects of life at Rollins.
The First College Bull Session
' I —li
T
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Now for the Books Dick Disciplines '"Rats"
OBSERVING, LEARNING, THINKING-
YOUTH IS THE TIME FOR LEARNING.
WELL ESTABLISHED LEARNING TECH-
NIQUES SET ONE FOR OVERCOMING
MANY DIFFICULTI ES. The Conference
Tlan CALLS FOR STUDENT PARTICIPA-
TION IN LEADING DISCUSSIONS AS ONE
OF ITS FEATURES FOR DEVELOPMENT.
PARTIC
PAT I ON
THE CONFERENCE PLAN
Albert Brandon
President Holt thinks that the characteristic feature of
the Rollins Conference Plan is "the free exchange of
thought between pupil and teacher in personal conference."
He believed the Conference System would prove an inspira-
tion to the student. He put his ideas before the faculty
which agreed with him unanimously and the Plan was
adopted.
The Conference Plan proved itself a valuable benefit to
the college student. It developed a closer personal con-
tact between student and professor and between student
and student so that there now exists a bond of friendship,
as well as a deeper respect, of the student for his instruc-
tor. During a conference an interchange of ideas and
opinions occurs which is stimulating to both.
Coinciding with this is the development of the character
of the student. He must think for himself; he cannot rely
on someone else. The instructor gives him source material
and discusses the various aspects of the subject with him.
The student is then expected to draw up his own conclusions,
basing his reasons on fact. The instructor does nothing
toward formulating a student's opinion.
From this process of reasoning and logical presentation
the student develops his powers of creative work. This
creative ability in classwork is impossible under a lecture
system which forces the student to re-state facts on an
examination. Under the Conference System the student
does not take an examination when the term's work is com-
pleted but instead presents a term project to the instructor.
He selects his own subject and works it out in the way
which benefits him most.
We, as students under the Conference Plan, have found
that there are benefits to be derived from such a system.
Various undergraduates were asked to comment on the
most important aspects of the Plan.
JACK MAKEMSON
—
Independent Thought and Action
No mere parroting of the professor's opinion sets the
scholar apart from the student under the Conference Plan.
Classroom discussions stimulate thinking; readings from
authoritative sources provide a solid groundwork; and the
student develops his own ideas—formulates his own philo-
sophies.
Independence is the keynote. Each student is free to think
as he pleases—as long as he thinks soundly. Conference
Professor Waite Planning His Course Roney Conducts in French
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Plan learning is more than memorizing, it is true develop-
ment ol the mind. The prolessor is a prod, a stimulus, an
adviser, but never a dictator. Could anything be more en-
couraging to one who values personal opinion than the fact
thai Professor France recognizes honor students, even
though they are capitalistic-ally inclined, and the Dean rec-
ognizes honor students even though they approve New Deal
.-pending'.''
This independence extends into other fields. The student
i> thrown on his own with indhidual research problems.
He selects his sources, organizes his material, presents it
clearly and logically, and draws his own conclusions ac-
cording to the tacts. He learns to depend on himself in the
educational process. Learning becomes a method.
The Conference Plan produces individuals, not carbon
copy college students.
ANNE ANTHONY
—
Development of Creative Ability
Nowhere has the Conference Plan proved more success-
ful than among students interested in the creative fields,
such as art, music, and writing. Work of this type has
never lent itself to large classroom discussions and lectures.
The arts are necessarily self-taught professions and must
be learned individually with that old and true, if somewhat
crude, saying about genius being nine-tenths perspiration
and one-tenth mspiration always the guiding rule.
That Second Hoik
Stocks Are Going Up
To make the Conference Plan completel) workable and
effective, a sympathetic bond must exist between the pro-
fessor and the student. Most any man of learning is cap
able of delivering an adequate lecture before a class assem-
bly. However, answering questions in private conferences
and following closelv the personal study and working prob
lems of each student requires a professor who h is both the
knowledge and the will to imparl it, and the personality
Work ok Art
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sympathetic and understanding towards students in creative
courses. They are content to advise a little, criticize where
criticism is needed, always to encourage, and to guide the
student along the lines which will best develop his own
individual talents.
JEAN FAIRBANKS
—
Campus Friendship
Having attended a large city high school with an average
of forty students in a class the Conference Plan, with its
limitaticn on the number of students in one class, offers
surprising opportunities to know one's contemporaries and
their opinions. The lecture system as used in most colleges
does not foster primarily an interchange of ideas between
students. Often in large classrooms the professor is con-
fronted with uncontrolled and aimless arguments, while in
smaller classes discussion is free, open, and clear. These
constructive discussions carry on everywhere—outside the
to inspire the student with interest in his subject—or at class in "bull sessions," on the Horseshoe after lunch,
least to further his interest. in the dining hall. The professors aid these discussions by
We are fortunate at Rollins in having professors who do inviting students to their homes. This daily association
combine these important characteristics
—
professors who welds a close-knit feeling as can be witnessed in that memor-
are not only teachers but personalities as well, who are able touch-football game between the students majority in
Collecting Material for Research
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history. '* I lie Herculean Historians," and
majors. "'The Kighting I' inanciers."
he economics
II \ li It 1 I I BEGOLE
—
Leisure Time
II nothing else, this social ami economic unpleasantness
known as The Depression lias -houn to the world one of
its greatest inadequacies—ignorance of the wise use of
leisure time. Civilized man. trained to the harness and to
regard leisure as a rare blessing, is fouling that when the
master, work, stops « I i ( I : : I i 1 1 u to the mind and hands, they
are apt to lie in unendurable idleness.
So, while books, lectures and essays are being franti-
cally written to correct this newly discovered discrepancy,
Rollins is working to train its students to use their leisure
hours to the best possible advantage.
The classroom, with its small group of members, has
become a sort of research laboratory in which the student
and professor probe together— analyzing, questioning,
criticizing. Every subject—vital—thus might easily be-
come a form of avocation, if not a potential vocation. In
order that the accumulated knowledge, the results of great-
er experience and larger years of study, may be even more
accessible to the student, these men combine their own free
time with that of the students
—
pursuing hobbies, sports,
Deep in Study
discussions, or social activities. Such onlacl inspires real
interest—and eagerness to lea in ue\er ii<:e- nn-ali-lied.
Alexander Pope says, "Education forms the common
mind. As the twig is bent, the tree's inclined." Uollin-
education seeks not to "bend the twig" but to cultivate ami
guide worthwhile interests, that no student will fail to
realize and fulfill his own significant potentialities.
Experimentation The Conference
— 25 —
The Seniors OF ROLLINS HAVE
RECEIVED WITHIN FOUR YEARS A
WELL-ROUNDED AND WELL-BALANC-
ED EDUCATION. THEY HAVE HAD
EVERY ADVANTAGE WITH MIND
ALERT FOR KNOWLEDGE TO GROW IN
CONVINCING PERSONALITIES FOR
GENUINE SERVICE IN THE WORLD
BEYOND.
i
7" M M»,
T
RATION
JUNE HERREN ARMSTRONG
Santa Monica, California
Independent
Activities: Studio Club.
FRANCES ELOISE ARNOLD
Groveland, Florida
Gamma Phi Beta
Activities: Varsity Basketball, Folk Dancing, Ten-
nis, Archery.
— 28 —
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HARRIET WHEATLEY BEGOLE
Marquette, Michigan
Kappa Alpha Theta
ictivitics: Kappa Alpha Theta: Treasurer "36, '37,
'38, Soeial Chairman "39, House Chairman 39:
Flying Club "37; Tap Dancing Team '36; Social
Service Committee 37.
RICHARD PERKINS BELDEN
Beverly Hills, California
Kappa Alpha
Activities: College Baud: Drum Major "38, Treas-
urer of Baud; Crew "38, "39; Fencing; J. V. Crew
"37; Treasurer of Kappa Alpha.
MARGUERITE DOROTHY BEYER
West Palm Beach, Florida
Alpha Phi
ictivities: Phi Beta: Pan-Hellenic Council; Inter-
national Relations Club: Peace Societ\ : \ Cappella
Choir "37: Kollin> Student Players.
-29—
VIRGINIA M. BIDDLE
Winter Park, Florida
Independent
Activities: Order of the Libra; Independent
Forum; Key Society; Internationa] Relations Club
'36, '37, '38, '39; A Cappella Choir '36, '37, '38, '39;
Pbi Society; Annie Russell Theatre Staff; German
Club; French Club.
FAY CHRISTY BIGELOW
Columbus, Ohio
Kappa Alpha Theta
Activities: Key Society; Kappa Alpha Theta Edi-
tor '37, '38; International Relations Club '36, '37,
"38, '39; Phi Society; Social Service Committee '37,
'38.
WILLIAM HARRISON BINGHAM
Winter Park, Florida
Sigma Nn
Activities: "R" Club; Varsity Tennis '37, '38, '39;
Sigma Nu Reporter '38, "39; Tomokan: Sporis Edi-
tor '37, "38; Sandspur: Sports Editor '37, "38, Asso-
ciate Editor "39, Editor "39.
— 30—
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DONALD W. BRADLEY
Putnam, Connecticut
Kappa Alpha
Ictivities: President, Kappa Alpha; [nterfrater-
nitj Council '39; International Relations Club "37;
Sandspur "38; Flamingo: Associate Editor '36,
Editor '39; Annie Russell Dramatic Companv;
Oratorical Association "39.
HAROLD L. BRADY
Leesburg, Florida
Kappa Alpha
Activities: Football "36, "37. "38, "39; Baseball '36,
'37, '38, '39.
ALBERT TAYLOR BRANDON
New Cumberland, West Virginia
Beta Theta Pi
Ictivities: Rifle Club '38; Spanish Club '38, '39;
Toiuokan "38. '39; Sandspur '38; Flamingo '38.
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ARLENE ELEANOR BRENNAN
New Haven, Connecticut
Kappa Alpha Theta
Activities: Secretary, Kappa Alpha Theta
.38, '39;
International Relations Club '39; Varsity Basket-
ball '36, '37, '38; Varsity Swimming '36, '37, '38, '39;
Pan-Hellenic Council 38; Intramural Board '39;
Sandspur '36; Rollins Flying Club '37.
RICHARD C. CAMP
Rye, New York
Kappa Alpha
Activities: Zeta Alpha Epsilon; Varsity Tennis '38,
'39; Sandspur "33; Flamingo '33, "39; Student-
Faculty Discipline Committee '39; Student Council
'38; Rat Committee '39.
4
ELIZABETH CAREY
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Alpha Phi
Activities: Pan-Hellenic Council '38, '39; Alpha
Phi, Vice-President '38, President '39; International
Relations Club '38; Peace Society '38; Sandspur '38.
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MARGARET CASS
Haines City, Florida
( \\\ Omega
Activities: Pi Gamma Mu; Studenl Council "38,
"39: Treasurer, Chi Oiiicjia "39; International Rela-
tions Club "38. "39: Interracial Committee "39; Sec-
retary. Student Association "39: Inner Council "39;
Annie Russell Theatre Staff "38, '39.
DANTE A. CETRULO
Newark, New Jersey
Phi Delta Theta
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa; Pi Gamma Mu;
Student Council *37, "38: Interfraternitv Council
'37, President '38; President, Phi Delta theta '39;
President, Lower Division "37; Rat Committee '36,
Chairman "37; Chapel Staff '37; Social Committee
"39; Assembly Committee '37; "R" Cluh; Freshmen
Football "36; Varsity Fencing '36, '37, '38, '39, Cap-
tain '37, '38, '39; Publications Union '37, '38, '39;
Tomokan '38, Editor '39: "R" Book, Business
Manager "36, Editor '37; O. 0. 0. 0.
JOHN ELLIOTT CLARK II
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Phi Delta Theta
li tivitics: Phi Delta Theta. Historian '39. Alumni
Secretary '39; International Relations Club '37, '38,
'39; Interracial Committee '38, 39; A Cappella
Choir '36; "R" Club '39; Manager, Varsity Basket-
ball "39; French Club "36; Intramural Board '39.
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OLIVER ENZOE DAUGHERTY
Wildwood, Florida
Theta Kappa Nu
Activities: Varsitv Football '36, '37, "38, '39; 0. O.
0. O.; Treasurer, Theta Kappa Nu "37, '38.
THOMAS F. COSTELLO
Winter Haven, Florida
Independent
Activities: Treasurer, Lower Division "37; Varsity
Swimming 36, "37; Cheerleader "36, "37, '38, Head
Cheerleader '39; Life Guard "36, 37; Canoeing In-
structor "36, 37; Diving Instructor "36, "37; Rifle
Club, President "38; Sandspur, Circulation Manager
'37, '38, '39.
FRANCES RUSSELL DANIEL
Orlando, Florida
Pi Beta Phi
Activities: Order of the Libra; Pi Gamma Mu;
Treasurer Pi Beta Phi "38, "39; International Rela-
tions Club '38, "39; Interracial Committee '37;
Chapel Staff "39; Secretary, Peace Society "38: Stu-
dent Union Executive Committee '38, '39; Chair-
man, Social Service Committee '39.
— 34 —
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FRANK JOSEPH DAUNIS
Auburn, Manic
Kappa Alpha
Ictivities: Pi Gamma Mu: lint a Alpha Phi; In-
terfraternity Council "38. '39; "R" Club; Freshman
Football ".r>: Varsity Football '36, '37; Varsity Base-
ball '36, '37, '38, '39; Rollins Student Players;
Chapel Usher Staff.
ELIZABETH LEIGH DAVIS
Forsyth, Georgia
Phi Mu
ictivities: International Relations Club "36. '37,
'38, '39; Interracial Committee "38, "39; Social Com-
mittee "37. "38: French Club "36; Phi Mu, Treasurer
"39, Secretary 38; Peace Society "38.
ROSALIE REIMOLD DEAN
Orange, New Jersey
Kappa Alpha Theta
Activities: Treasurer. Kappa \lpha Theta;
national Relations Club: (iirman (Hub;
Club; Pi Gamma Mu.
[nter-
Flving
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ANN CHAMBERLAINE EARLE
St. Petersburg, Florida
Phi Mu
Activities: Zeta Alpha Epsilon; Pan-Hellenic Coun-
cil '36, '37, '38, '39; International Relations Club
'37; Chapel Staff "37, '38; German Club '38; Tomo-
kan '37, '39; Sandspur '36, '37; Student Union Com-
mittee '38, '39; Vice-President, Phi Mu '37, '38.
— 36—
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MARY ELIZABETH ENGLISH
Red Batik, New Jersey
Alpha Phi
Activities: Independent Forum; International
Relations Club '37, '38, '39; Peace Society '38; Stu-
dent I nioil Committee "38. "39: Social Service Com-
mitter '39; Studio Club '39; Prison Committee '39.
JEAN SECOR FAIRBANKS
Chicago, Illinois
Gamma Phi Beta
ictivities: Publicity Chairman, Gamma l'hi Beta:
International Relations Club: Peace Society; Stu-
dio Club: Sandspur: Toinokan: Flamingo; Student
Union Committee.
IRVING MEYER FEEDER
Norwich, Connecticut
Kappa Mpha
Activities: Pi Gamma Mu: 1'i Kappa Delta: \
Cappella Choir "35: Student ( louneil "38; < >rchestra
'34; President, College Hand: Rifle Club '38; Var-
»it\ Debate Team '38, '39; I )• bate Manager '39;
Chapel ['slier Stall ".58. Head I slier '39; Oratorical
Association "38. "39: French Club "35: Toinokan
"38, "39; Manager. \ arsity Tennis "39.
-37-
RICHARD L. GILLESPIE
Asheville, North Carolina
Theta Kappa Nu
Activities: "R" Club; Varsity Football '36. "37, "38,
'39; Varsity Baseball '36, '37^ '38, '39; Varsity Bas-
ketball; Intramural Board; Toniokan "38, '39;
Flamingo '36, '37; Publications Union "38, '39.
ORVILLE G. FENNELL
Mamaroneck, New York
Sigma Nu
Activities: Manager, Varsity Fencing "39; Student
Council "38; Student Union Committee '38.
GEORGE ELMER FULLER. JR.
Fairhope, Alabama
Phi Delta Theta
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa, President '39;
Secretary, Pbi Delta Theta "38; Pi Gamma Mu;
Theta Alpha Phi; Interfraternity Council "37; In-
ternational Relations Club '36, 37, '38; Interracial
Committee '37, "38; Chapel Staff "37, "38, Chairman
'39; Assembly Committee "38; Student-Faculty Dis-
cipline Committee '39; "R" Club "38, "39; Manager,
Varsity Football "39; Manager, Varsity Fencing "37;
Manager, Varsity Baseball '38; Folk Dancing '36,
'37; Rollins Student Players '36, '37, '38, '39; Annie
Russell Dramatic Company '37, "38, '39; Order of
the Fox "37, "38, '39; Publications Union '37. "38.
"39; Sandspur, Business Manager '38, '39; Chair-
man, Radio Club "39; Student Union Comniittee"38.
— 38—
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WARREN RANDALL GOLDSMITH
New York, New York
Sigma Phi Omega
Ictivities: French Club; Winter Park Symphony
Orchestra; Corresponding Secretary. Sigma Phi
Omega; Flamingo: Sandspur.
ELIZABETH THIERS HANNAHS
Kenosha, Wisconsin
Alpha Phi
ictivities: Pan-Hellenie Council; Alpha Phi, Cor-
responding Secretary. Recording Secretary, Presi-
dent; International Relations Club; Sandspur;
Tomokan: Flamingo; Publications Union.
EDNA PEARL HARMON
Orlando, Florida
Phi Mu
Activities: Order of the Libra: Pi Kappa Delta;
Advertising Commissioner. I'uhlications I nion:
Chapel Publicity Committee: Chapel Program
Committee; Sandspur; International Relations
Club: Tomokan; Flamingo; "R" Book; Oratorical
\--oeiation: \ arsitv Debating: Debate Manager.
— 39—
BEATRICE MICKEY HARRIS
Orlando, Florida
Independent
WILMA CLAIRE HEATH
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Gamma Phi Beta
Activities: A Cappella Choir '36, '37, '39; Gamma
Phi Beta, Corresponding Secretary '37, Rush Chair-
man "38, \39; Social Service Committee '39; Inter-
national Relations Club '39; Social Committee '39;
Student Union Committee; Chapel Publicity Com-
mittee '39.
ROBERT McMULLEN HAYES
Webster, Florida
Theta Kappa Nn
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa; Student Coun-
cil 38, 39; Interfraternitv Council "38, '39; Assem-
bly Committee "39; Varsity Football '37, '38, '39;
Theta Kappa Nu, Vice-President '38, President "39;
Chairman, Senior Class Committee 39; O. O. O. O.;
Publications Union "38; Tomokan "38; Sandspur
"36, Sports Editor '37; Acting Rollins Publicity Di-
rector, Winter Term "39.
— 40—
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KI TH EY ELY INK HILL
Glen Rock, New Jersey
Gamma Phi lh>ta
Activities: Pi Gamma Mu: Student Council 39;
Student-I acuity Discipline Committee "39; Varsit)
Basketball '36, '37; Flying Club "36; Tomokan '39;
Sandspur '37.
WARREN CHARLES HUME
Chicago, Illinois
Kappa Alpha
t divi ties: Omicron Delta Kapoa; Pi Gamma Mu,
President "39: Kev Society, President 39; Student
Council '38, '39;' Inner Council '38, '39; Theta
Alpha Phi; Secretary. Lower Division '37; Social
Committee '38, '39; Varsity Football '36, '37, '38,
"39; Varsity Crew '36, '37, '38: Rollins Student
Players '37", '38, '39; Chapel Usher Staff; Head
Waiter "38, "39; Order of the Fox; German Club
'37; Treasurer, Student Union Committee "38.
RICHARD B. JONES
Steubenville, Ohio
Sigma Nu
— 41 -
JACK JUSTICE
Asheville, North Carolina
Theta Kappa Nu
Activities: O. 0. O. O.; "R" Club; Varsity Football
'36, "37, '38, '39; Varsity Baseball '36, '37, '38, '39;
Varsity Basketball '37,' '38, '39; Order of the Fox.
ROBERT LADO
Tampa, Florida
Independent
Activities: Key Society; Student Council '39; In-
terracial Committee '39; Spanish Club 38, '39,
President '39.
J. PHIL LESH
Arkansas City, Kansas
Phi Delta Theta
Activities: Student Council '38; Treasurer, Phi
Delta Theta '37; Flying Club '38.
— 42—
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FREDERIC J. U HERMAN
Brooklyn, New York
I iHk'ptMidenl
Activities: Oniicron Delia Kappa: President, In-
dependent Fornin "39: Pi Gamma Mn; Key Society:
Pi Kappa Delta "36, "37: Student Council '38: In-
ternational Relations ( lid) '36, '37, '38; Varsity
Baseball "36. "37: Debate Team "36, "37; Oratorical
Association "36. "37; Phi Society "36. "37. "38, "39;
Spanisb Club "37; German (dub "36, '39; Tomokan
"38: Sandspur '36, "37, "38.
MORTIMER HAGUE LICHTENSTEIN
Baldwin, Long Island, New York
Rho Lambda Nu
Activities: Oniicron Delta Kappa; Student Coun-
cil "38, '39; Theta Alpha Phi, President "39; Inter-
racial Committee 38; Assembly Committee '39;
"R" Club; Cheerleader '39; Flying Club '37; Rol-
lins Student Players '37, '38, '39; Senior Class Com-
mittee '39; German Club '35, '36; Publications
Union '39; Tomokan 35; Sandspur 37, 38; Radio
(did) "39: Student I nion Executive Committee "38,
"39; Intramural Board '37, '38; Assistant Advertis-
ing Commissioner '37, '38; Oratorical Association
"35; Secretary, Rho Lambda Nu '37; Rifle Club '36.
WILLIAM BRUCE McCREAin
Louisville, Kentucky
Sigma Nu
Activities: Theta Alpha Phi '38, Treasurer '39:
Secretary. Sigma "39: \.->embl\ Committee "38:
Sandspur "37, "38, "39; Rollins Student Players "37,
"38. Business Manager "39.
ELLEN WINSTON McELROY
Orlando, Florida
Kappa Kappa Gamma
MARION T. McINNIS
Palmetto, Florida
X Clul)
Activities: Football '37, '38, '39; Baseball '37, '38,
"39; Basketball Coach '39: O. O. I ). ( >.
MAROLYN MACKEMER
Peoria, Illinois
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Activities: Kappa Kappa Gamma, President 39;
Vice-President, Pi Gamma Mu "39; Key Society 39;
Student Council '39; Pan-Hellenic Council "39; As-
sembly Committee "39; Varsity Swimming "38.
— 44—
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JOHN H. M \REMSON
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Phi Delia Theta
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa: Student Coun-
cil '38, Chairman '39; Rat Committee '37; Varsitj
Sw imming "36. ".'$7: Student Curriculum Commit-
tee '37; Phi Societj '36; Chairman. Independents
"36. ",}7: Independent Forum; Senior Class Com-
mittee 39; Intramural Hoard "37; Toinokan "M.
"38. "39: Student I nion Committee '38.
JOSEPH LURRY MATTHEWS. JR.
Sikeston, Missouri
Theta Kappa Nu
Activities: International Relations Club "36, 37;
Peace Society "36. "37; Flving Club "38: Radio Club
'36.
3a
f
JANE BEVERLEY MILLER
Washington, D. C.
Alpha Phi
tctivilies: Ke\ Societ\ : Student Council '39; Vlpha
Phi, Treasurer f38, Presidenl '39; Pan-Hellenic
Council '39; Varsity \.rchery .57. '38: Studio Cluh
'37; Tomokan '38; Flamingo '39.
— 45—
ELSIE MOORE
New York, New York
Gamma Phi Beta
Activities: Gamma Phi Beta, Vice-President
Publicity Chairman "38, Assistant Treasurer
International Relations Chili "39; Chapel Pnhl
"39.
'38;
city
Committee 39; French Club "37, "39; Sandspur "38,
Feature Editor "39.
LILAH VIRGINIA NELSON
Leesburg, Florida
Phi Mu
Activities: Student Council '39; Chapel Staff "36;
A Cappella Choir "36, "37, "38; Student Union Com-
mittee; Phi Mu, Treasurer "38, Vice-President '39.
SUSANNE PICK
West Bend, Wisconsin
Pi Beta Phi
Activities: Student Council; Pi Beta Phi, Vice-
President; Social Service Committee; International
Relations Club; German Club; Flying Club; Crew;
Sandspur.
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VIRGINIA QUANTRELL
Bron \vi 11c, New York
Independent
Activities: Phi Beta; A Cappella Choir "37, '38, '39.
THEODORE WORCESTOR REED. JR.
Lowell, Massachusetts
Kappa Alpha
Activities: Varsity Crew '37, 38, "39; Varsity Swim-
ming "36. "37; Order of the Fox; Spanish Club "38,
'39; French Club '36, '37, '38.
MARGARET ROGERS
Winter Park, Florida
Independent
tctivities: I'i Gamma Mu: International Rela-
tions Club '38, '39; Spanish Club '39.
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ANN ROPER
Rockford, Illinois
Gamma Phi Beta
Activities: Order of the Libra; Gamma Phi Beta,
Treasurer "37, "38, President '39; Key Society; Stu-
dent Council '38, '39; Pan-Hellenic Council '39;
Student-Faculty Discipline Committee '39; Phi So-
ciety; Sandspur "37, 38, *39; Student Union Execu-
tive Committee "38, '39.
WALTER ROYALL
Yarmouth, Maine
Sigma Nu
Activities: International Relations Cluh "38, "39;
A Cappella Choir '36, '38, '39; German Club "36,
"37; Flamingo "38; Rollins Male Quartet and Octelle
'36, '37; Florida Poetry Society, '36, '37, '38, '39.
MYRON LEWIS SAVAGE
Orlando, Florida
Sigma Nu
Activities: 0. 0. 0. 0.; Treasurer, Sigma Nu '39;
Sandspur.
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WILLIAM SCHEU
Buffalo, New York
X Club
ictivities: Omicron Delta Kappa. Vice-President;
President, X Club '39; ke\ Society; Student Coun-
cil '38. "39: President. Student \ssociat ion '39; [n-
terfraternity Council: \ ice-Presidenl '38, Secretary
".V): Ral Committee '37, '38; International Rela-
tions Club: Cbapel Stall' "36. "37. '38, '39, Chairman
'38: Social Committee '38; Student-Faculty Discip-
line Committee '38, '39; Varsity Crew '36; Phi So-
ciety; Cbapel Usher Staff; <>.(>.().<>.; Inner Coun-
cil; Publications Union "38; Chairman, Student
Union Committee 38. "39: Head Usher, Annie Rus-
sell Theater Staff; Freshman Football Manager '36.
EVELYNE JARRATT SMITH
St. Louis, Missouri
Pi Beta Phi
Ictivities: \ ice-President. Pan-Hellenic Council
'39; Pi Beta Phi: President "39, Rush Captain, Re-
cording Secretary; International Relations (dub
"38: President. Spanish Club "38; President, French
Club "38: Varsitv Volleyball '36, "37, '38; "R" Club;
Varsity Crew "37, "38, "39; Varsity Fencing '37, '38;
Varsity Baseball "36; Varsity Swimming 38.
M ARILYN TUBES SMITH
MelN iiirne, Uh >rida
( rHimnu I * I i i Beta
Ictivities: Order of the Libra; Vice-President,
Gamma Phi Beta; Vice-President, Lower Division
"37; Ral Committee '37; International Relations
Club '38. "39: French Club "37. "38: "R" Club:
Spanish Club '36, '37. '38, '39; Varsitj Tennis '36,
'37, '38; Varsity Baseball "36: Varsity Basketball
'36, '37, '38, '39; Varsity Volleyball '36: Sandspur
"36.
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PRISCILLA SMITH
Boston, Massachusetts
Kappa Alpha Theta
Activities: President, Order ot the Libra; Key So-
ciety, Secretary "39; Rat Committee '38; "R" Club,
President "39; Phi Society; Kappa Alpha Theta:
Editor "37, Secretary 38, Vice-President "39; Var-
sity Basketball ^6,' '37, "38, '39; Varsitv Swim-
ming "36, "37, "38; Varsitv Hockey '36. "37, '38;
Varsity Volleyball '36, '37, '38; French Club '36,
"37, "38; Sandspur '37, Managing Editor "38; Stu-
dent Union Committee.
LEON MARSHALL STACKLER
Chicago, Illinois
Independent
Activities: French Club "39; Flying Club "39.
HENRY STRYKER
Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Phi Delta Theta
CARL ELMA THOMPSON
Miami, Florida
Theta Kappa Nu
Ictivities: "R" Club; Varsity Football '36, '37, '38;
Varsity i'.ww '38, '39.
RICHARD WILLIAM TURK
Toledo, Ohio
Theta Kappa \u
Ictivities: Studenl Council "38. '3'): Interracial
Committee; Varsity Football "36. "37, '38; Var-ii\
Golf '37, '38, '39; German Club '36, '37, '38, '39;
Treasurer, Theta kappa \u.
GLADYS MAY VOGDES
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Independent
WILLIAM WEBB, JR.
Fairfield, Connecticut
Independent
Activities: Pi Gamma Mu; Key Society; Student
Council "38, 39; International Relations Club '38,
"39, Chairman "39: Interracial Committee '38, '39;
A Cappella Choir '36; Tomokan 38, '39; Sandspur
'38, '39.
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M VRY N. S. WHITELE^
Washington, i). C.
Gamma Phi Beta
Ictivities: Internationa] Relations Club "39; A
Cappella Choir '36, '37, '38, '3 (J; \ arsit) Tennis '38;
Folk Dancing '36, '37; Sandspur '36, '37, '38, '39;
Studenl I aion Committee 39; I 'ap Dancing Team
'36; Studio Club '36.
ANNE WHYTE
Kenosha, Wisconsin
Kappa Alpha Theta
Ictivities: Order of Libra "38. "39; President of
Kappa Upha Theta !39; \ ice-President, Student
Council '39; Pan-Hellenic Council '38: Ral Com-
mittee '36, '37; Assembly Committee '39; Social
Coi ittee '39; "R <:iul>'"37. "38. "39: Baseball '36;
Basketball "37. "38: Golf *36, T37, "38, '39; Senior
(.lass Committee '39; Tomokan '37, "38; Sandspur
"37. '3!'.. '39; Sin. Inn I nion Committee '38. '39.
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HARRIETT EMILY YOUNG
Williamstown, Massachusetts
Independent
Activities: Alpha Phi; Rho Lambda Nu; Inde-
pendent.
AUGUSTA YUST
Winter Park, Florida
Pi Beta Phi
Activities: Order of the Libra; Pbi Beta: Secre-
tary '39; Key Society; Theta Alpha Phi; Student-
Faculty Discipline Committee '39; Varsitv Riding
'38, '39; Rollins Student Players; Pi Beta Phi:
President '38, Secretary "39; Social Service Com-
mittee '38, '39; Intramural Board "39; Senior Class
Committee; French Club "38.
CLAIRE ZUMKELLER
Orlando, Florida
Delta Delta Delta
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Prexy
To you, Dr. Holt, we oi the senior class wish to express our
gratitude lor four lull years <>l rich experience. We feci thai
as each year uniolds this small hut mighty college will continue
to give the world men and women with outstanding per-
sonalities.
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ONE OF THE MAIN MOTIVES OF THE
Undergraduates TODAY IS THE SATIS-
FACTION OF A DESIRE FOR WELL-
EQUIPPED BODY AND MIND THAT
WILL MAKE THEM USEFUL MEMBERS
OF A PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY. THIS
PORTRAYS A DEEP-ROOTED EARNEST-
NESS THAT SEEKS A BACKGROUND OF
ASSIMILATED THOUGHT AND KNOWL-
EDGE THAT WILL GUIDE THEM INTO
MAKING THIS A HAPPIER WORLD, NOT
ONLY FOR THEMSELVES, BUT FOR
THEIR FELLOW MEN.
APPREB
ENSION
7Le
^f^^ ^j^^i d*^^
^^^^ fc^^^^^^fc^^ *
Daphne Banks
Robert Belden
Paul Bouton
Dorothy Bryn
Robert Carter
Margery Chindahl
Dorothy Ciccarelli
Benjamin Cooke
William Collins
Lillian Conn
Walter Dandliker
William Daugherty
Betty Davis
Wendell Davis
Jean Densmore
James Edwards
Emanuel Ehrlich
Alice Elliot
Matthew Ely
Charlotte Gregg
John D. Hagenbuch
Bette Haggerty
Ely Haimowitz
Joe Hanna
^^^^^
1HB
,^ \
^ 4.4 ;*j
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Irma Achenbach
John Albert
Anne Anthony
Mary Aufsesser
Barbara Babb
Francis Barber
Oliver Barker
Aldine Baker
Alyce Bashford Savage
Betty Berdahl
Louis Bethea
Arthur Bifield
Louis Bills
Evelyn Boland
Shelby Boorhem
Earl Brankert
Jeanne Brantman
Barbara Brock
Dorothy Bromley
Harriet Brown
Barbara Bryant
John Buckvvalter
John Budreau
Olive Callaway
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Wesley Davis
Betty deGiers
Barbara Drew
Connie Durschlag
Bruce Edmands
Arax Ann Ehramjian
George Ehrlich
Franklin Enquist
Phyllis Erbe
Jane Fairchild
Everett Farnsworth
Norine Farr
Bruno Fedriz/.i
Geoffrey Ferris
William Fetner
Nancy Fisher
Isabel Flagc
Helen Fluno
Claire Fontaine
Hortense Ford
Boyd France
Martha Frost
Emmett Gaulding
Adolpho Gentil
til l£
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Ralph Harrington
John Harris
Rachel Harris
Weston Hausman
Clair Henline
Jean Herbert
Shirley Hermann
Erika Heyder
Raymond Hickok
Helen Hitt
Sally Hodgdon
Irene Hoenig
Mary Louise Hofft
Jean Holden
Herbert Hoover
Mary Virginia Hornor
Betty Hubbard
Frank Hubbard
Dorothy Hugli
Hazel Jackson
Joan Jenkins
Katherine Jennings
Nancy Johnson
Robert Johnson
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I )\\ k. ii i Johnston
Cli m Jones
I n inces Jones
Janet Jones
Frederic k. K \*ten
\ki.km Kaye
J ack Keller
Jo\n Ki 1. 1. <><.<.-Smith
Philip R. Kelly
Elva Kennedy
J i h i Hx»\ Kennedy
\ [RCINIA KlNGSBURY
4
M IRTH \ KlTHC VRT
Eli/ vbei ii K now i i on
Clarence Kraus
\ \ \ Kri >i
Robert Booth K i r\ in
A. Kunrad K\ \m
\|>RI \n Langford
Jeanne LANcwoRim
Sidni Law ri n< i
Chapman I . \ \\ i <>n
Elizabeth Leach
Evelyn Leon u;n
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Shirley Levis
Carolyn Lewis
Charles Lingerfelt
Nancy Locke
Marguerite Lucas
Neal Luzier
Wallace MacBriar
Ethel Macdonald
Eleanor McAuliffe
George McCarthy
Robert McCorkle
Roberta McCormick
Betty McCutchen
Kathryn McDonough
Robert McEwan
Robert McFall
James McHugh
Margaret McLean
Marjorie McQueen
Paul Ma
Betty Mackemer
Margaret Martin
Barbara Michelson
Donald Miller
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ROBERT Mil. I. I K
William Middlebrooks
\n\ Mitchell
Merlin Mik.iiei i
Frances Moin rcoMi ri
Virginia Morgan
.1 wi t Morse
Donai.i) Mi Ki'in
|l Nh Ml TISPA1 (ill
John Mters
Carolyn Nalght
James New ion
John NICHOLSON
Kl>\\ Mil) NlEDI
Mildred Nix
William Nobli
Barbara Northb n
Peg Northi n
\ N Nl ( 1 1 I) 1 1 \ M
\\ I Nil |{| I) t )|il N
i i vkr1 i'a'i it rson
esi her peir< i
Frances Perrottet
Elizabeth Phillips
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John Phillips
Luverne Phillips
Thomas Phillips
Theodore Pitman
Katherine Porcher
Kathryn Powell
Patricia Pritchard
Ashley Purse
Eleanor Hand
Dorothy Rathbun
Charles Rausciier
June Reinhold
Joseph Rembock
Dorothea Rich
Donald Riddle
Irene Rieger
Laura Ripley
Jayne Rittenhouse
Richard Rodda
Abbott Rogers
Alfred Roosevelt
Robert Ruse
Marion Russ
Jane Russell
u -
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Charlotte Stout
Virginia Stout
Daphne Takach
Edythe Thomson
Jean Tilghman
Carrow Tolson
Elizabeth Tomlinson
Mary Trendle
Jean Turner
Elizabeth Tuttle
Gracia Tuttle
Patricia Van Schoiacic
Verges Van Wickle
Virginia Vanderbilt
Richard Verigan
John Wagner
Robert Ward
Retty Watson
Mary Ellis Weaver
Lois Weidner
Richard Wesson
MlNTER WESTFALL
Presli \\ i i hi id i.i
Wilson Whitehead
L .«>.' ^HF
i 1
w
1
HIH " '
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Francis \\ i i iker
M IRG IRET WlLEl
.1 1 Mill \\ II II U K
.1 oil \ \\ II. I. is
LOI 1-1 W INDH \M
B V.RB \li V WlNGATE
Virginia \\ inther
Beatrice \\ inton
( >l1\ er \\ ittmer
Mary Wtnne
Gloria Young
PollyAnn a Young
STUDENTS WITHOUT PICTURES
UPPER DIVISION
Ethyl S. Horine
Eva Rinehart
LOWER DIN IS ION
\i \\ C. East
N \ I II Wil l. EELDER
s \m b irdm w
nn iii i vm ii \ry1s
Patricia Lai rsen
Lew is NN heeler
3n Jltemoriam
Edward Niedt
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ASSOCIATED AS MEMBERS OF Or-
ganizations, REPRESENTING A PARTIC-
ULAR PRIVILEGE, CONVENTION OR
MORALITY, STUDENTS LEARN THE
VALUE OF STIMULATING SOCIAL LIFE
AND GIVING THE PROPER RESPONSE.
ASSOCI
ATI ON
LEAD
SOCIETY'S COURSE IS DE
GOVERNMENT AND LEAD
Student Government at Rollins is centered in the Student merit AT ROLLINS IS A PRO
Council. Made up of representatives from the various social THAT SEEKS A HEALTHY CO
fraternities and the Independent group, extending its influence 1-,™^ ™nrAUAnc tawmdh
,, , ,
.1
°
r -i .i ^ i .i - t DENT ENDEAVORS TOWARDthrough active sub-committees, the Council is the final authority
in student matters.
The members of this year's Council were largely drawn from the group of alternates who
were asked last year to sit in at meetings. This experience enabled them to take over easily
and effectively.
The first business of the year was the establishment of a budget for the distribution of
Student Association funds. The Council exhibited an admirable economic morality—in
spite of pressure lobbies it gave away no more than it had.
In a meeting enlivened by Bruce McCreary's continual counter proposals, restrained by
Bob Hayes' cryptic common sense remarks, and punctuated by Anne Whyte's giggles and
Editor Hanna's explosions over the meagerness of the Publications Union allotment, a com-
promise between givers and receivers was finally effected. Council members began to real-
ize that in government it is difficult ever to please some of the people some of the time.
As a result of a straw vote last year, student dramatics were subsidized by the Council,
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E R S
TERMINED CREVm in ITS
ERS. The' 5tHclcnt Qovern-
GRESSIVE ORGANIZATION
OPERATION WITH THE STU-
M \KING ABETTER ROLLINS.
this move guaranteeing to the dramatic department a lixed income
I rom student attendance, and giving the Student Body an oppor-
tunity to attend plays as a part oi the Student Association's priv-
ilege. Increased attendance at the plays demonstrated the popu-
larity of this plan.
Shortly alter the start of the school year President Jack Makemson joined a I'ratemit) in
which last year's president was also a member. The ruling against a fraternity succeeding
itself in the same office necessitated an immediate re-election. With the usual campaigning
and planning the election resulted in making Bill Scheu chairman. The same methods oi
lining up factions that characterizes so much of the collegiate politics made the outcome
fairly predictable hours before the final voting. Our present election procedure needs
overhauling; this problem must be faced by future Councils.
Of the committees, the Rat Committee was outstanding. Its members displayed an ad-
mirable severity, which was directed into a constructive program for the orientation ol the
freshmen. There was less of the unnecessary loolishness that olten harms this activity.
Chairman Camp should be complimented for doing an excellent job in spite of the conllicl
between Rushing and Hatting.
Student Council: Bill Scheu, Peggy Cass, Anne Whyte, Moht Lichtenstein. Lilah Nelson, Jean Densmore, Lois
Terry, Marolyn Mackemer, Dana Milleh, Robert La no. Emam kl Ehki.ich, Si e Pick, Warren Hume, Jack
Buckwalter, Bruce McCreary, Dick Turk, Ed Levy, Bill Webb.
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Student-Faculty Discipline Committee: Dr. Guy Waddington, George Fuller, Ruth Hill, Mr. Charles F. Mendell,
Mrs. William Hutchins, Dean Balazs, Dean Anderson, Ann Roper, Dean Enyart, Augusta Yust, Bill Scheu,
and Dick Camp.
Wilma Heath and Warren Hume represented the Student Body on the Social Committee.
Greatly outnumbered, they took their places with the faculty members to handle the social
schedule with a minimum of friction, and the usual maximum of discussion. Student Body
and Administration alike are benefited by this dual representation on committees.
Social Committee : Don Cetrulo, Dr. William L. Hutchins, Dr. Eugene D. Farley, Prof. Buell Trowbridce, Mrs.
Bruce Dougherty, Mrs. C. J. Lester, Dean Balazs, Wilma Heath, Dean Enyart, Warren Hume, and Anne Whyte.
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Inner Council: Marilyn Mackimer, Anne Whyte, Bill Scheu, Warren Hume, Peggy Cass.
Ruth Hill and Ann Roper, with Bill Scheu and (George Fuller, as members ol the Stu-
dent-Faculty Discipline Committee happily found few cases demanding attention, and ably
represented the students on one of the most important organs of the regulatory system.
One sentence tells the story: The students are running their own government, and are
running it well.
Assembly Committee: Miss Constance Ortmayer, Professor Charles Mendell, Mrs. John Rae, Dr. Harry R. Pierce,
Professor Howard Bailey, Ed Levy, Anne Whyte, Mort Lichtenstein, Lois Terry, Marolyn Mackemer.
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PUBLIC
"Last Minute Check-up
As integral a
part of all student
S>
^^^.
*
""~*"""""""
,***^_ activities at Rol-
lins College as
books and studies
are the undergrad-
uate publications.
Indeed, work on the year book, literary
magazine, a weekly newspaper and fresh-
man guides furnishes many students with a
valuable experience that cannot be obtained
from the study of any text book. Publica-
tions at this small but mighty college are functional in that they serve well every phase of
undergraduate life.
The Tomokan, a book published annually by the members of the graduating class, repre-
sents a sort of summation of the year's activities and the achievements of the seniors. It
is dedicated to four fond years spent at the Alma Mater and it serves as a milestone to be
approached and then passed by the succeeding classes.
Purely a literary magazine, the Flamingo attains a degree of perfection seldom found in
similar collegiate publications. This year has been an eventful one for the Flamingo, for
its editors realized its functions and reshaped the magazine to fit the mold. It represents
a melting pot of student affairs that are recrystallized, given literary value and then set forth
MANY PUBLICATIONS
RECT BEHAVIOR IN THE FOR
lications IN ROLLINS DO NOT
DECISION BUT MERELY RE
TIMENT.
Publications Union
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OPINION
\I!K l\STKl Ml 'ATS TO 1)1-
MATION OF OPINIONS. Tub-
TKY TO MOLD OR FORM ANY
FLECT JUDGMENT AND SEN-
iii the liii'iii ol a
magazine to invite
and hold the inter-
est of its readers.
The Sandspur,
weekly student
newspaper, is a
powerful factor in the thoughts and activ-
ities <>l students and faculty. It definitely
tries not to exert an influence on the under-
graduate hodv. hut is influenced hy student
thought, for little administrative censorship
is used to direct the channels in which it moves and the policies for which it stands,
cruized make-up was the Sandspur's most important improvement this year.
"Sandm'i h'.h ()i r !"
moil
Having a; it- main purpose the serving ol a guide to new students, the "II" Book is often
termed the "Freshman Bible". Last fall, the entering class received the benefit of the extra
hours spent by the editors in making this little book a more complete and comprehensible
product.
Taking all into consideration, Rollins student publications are a vital step in the develop-
ment of a personality.
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Sandspur Staff: Elsie Moore, Wendy Davis, Jess Gregg, Janet Jones, Vicky Morgan, Jack Buckwalter, Betty Mack-
emer, Lois Terry, Ted Pitman, and Lillian Ryan.
Flamingo Staff: Don Bradley, Lou Bills, Elizareth Hannahs, Dick Camp, Irving Felder, Jean Fairbanks, Jess
Gregg, Nathaniel Felder, and Dick Kelly.
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SOCIAL
SOCIAL APPROVAL IS
UALS WHO GAIN THE RE
ADMISSION TO THE Pernor
TIVE OF DISTINCTION AND
Honor fraterni-
ties at Rollins are
as varied as they
are numerous.
There are those
for men, for wo-
men, for scholars,
musicians, actors and debators.
The highest honor that a student can re-
ceive is either 0. D. K. for men or Libra for
women. Both are limited to Upper Divi-
sion students who have been prominent in
0. D. K. Tapping campus activities. Omicron Delta Kappa
is a national, honorary service fraternity
and has been in Rollins since 1931. Its
aim is to further the best interests of the college by creating a more immediate relationship
between the college administration and the students. Each year 0. D. K. offers a cup to
the outstanding senior athlete. This year it has inaugurated the very successful Rollins
Variety Hour on the radio.
The Order of the Libra is a local organization, founded in 1935, with fundamentally the
same aims as 0. D. K. It corresponds to national Mortar Board.
Although scholarship forms an integral part of each honor society, only two make it the
primary requisite. These are the Key Society and the Phi Society. Phi Society is limited
to the ten highest ranking freshmen and is sponsored by the Phi Beta Kappa members of
the faculty. The Key Society has as members Upper Division students who have attained
a high scholastic average.
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PRESTIGE
THE HEW VR1) OF l\DI\ II)-
SPECT OF THEIR SOCIETY. n '
he
.
F lorld *
/r> • . , ,
,
T„ , ^ . Delta chapter ol
Organizations IS IM)IC\.
,,, (;;|mma M
GENUINENESS \T ROLLINS. national social sci-
• Mice fraternity,
was installed al
Rollins in 1032.
I he election ol its members is restricted to
those who have shown prominence in the
field ol social service work. Upper Divi-
sion social science majors are eligible, il
the\ have a high scholastic rating.
Phi Beta is a national honor society whose L|BI<A 1 " N " " Wl 1 v" 5
purpose is the promotion of music and
drama in the college campus life. Its mem-
bers are outstanding contributors to the musical and dramatic life of the college.
0. 0. 0. 0. is shrouded in the deepest mystery. Each year the names of its eight senior
members are announced, but its other members and meeting place arc unknown. Its pub-
licized purpose is to create, preserve, and foster the traditions and ideals ol Rollins.
Participants in intercollegiate debates or winners ol at least two debates are eligible lor
membership in the national forensic fraternity of Pi Kappa Delta.
The Order of the Cat and Fox is a dubious honor to receive. Its sacred symbols are the
Cat and Fox which repose on the path to Recreation Hall—and beware to the non-member
who touches them.
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Key Society: Dana Miller, Betty Carey, Edna Harmon. Priscilla Smith, Fay Bicelow. Virginia Biddle, Marolyn
Mackemer, Aucusta Yust, Grace Terry, Ann Roper. Standing: Walter Dandliker, John Rae, Warren Hume,
Irvinc Felder, Bill Scheu, Bill Webb, and Robert Lado. Not in picture: Margery Chindahl, Bob Belden.
Pi Gamma Mil: Bob Belden, Ruth Hill, Don Cetrulo, Dr. Royall W. France, Peccy Cass, Bill Webb, Professor
Audrey L. Packham, Warren Hume, Margery Chindahl, Charlotte Gregg, Frank Daunis, Irving Felder, Flor-
ence Swift, Marcaret Scott Rogers, Frances Daniel, Marolyn Mackemer, and Dr. William Melcher.
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Phi Beta: Virginia Quantrell, Marguerite Beyer, Vicky Morgan, Barbara Babr, Aucusta Yust, Vlice Elliott,
Deedee Hoemc, Betty Ann Hubbard, Margery Chindahl, Marion Russ, Lois Weidner, and Daphne Takach.
INTE R P R E
EMOTIONS ARE
DEAL OF OUR BEHA
INTO OUR THINKING.
THE ACME OF BEHA
TION.
Laughter II ah
The 1938-39 drama season was noteworthy in more ways than one. Most of the
activity was centered in the spring term although throughout the year plays and play pro-
duction were discussed more than before.
During the fall term the Freshman Players were organized. Membership in this or-
ganization was achieved only after prospective members had appeared in scenes that were
directed by advanced students. In this way the professors of the Drama Department had
an opportunity to study the voices and stage presence of the new students. Those who
showed particular talent for acting were encouraged to try out for plays; those who were
interesled in technical work were encouraged to work backstage. Psychologically these
Freshmen tryouts were very important for they aroused and stimulated an interest in the
drama.
T AT I O N S
BACK OF A GREAT
VIOR AND EVEN GET
In drama \\ E FIND
VIOR INTER PRETA-
The Student Council ;it the end of the previous school year passed a measure which did
more for Student participation in dramatics than anything that had happened in the past.
They voted that all students should he admitted to the productions of the Rollins Student
Players on their student association cards. The department received $600.00 from the
Council to lake care ol this. Students who had never attended plavs before now began to
go to the theatre. They found to their surprise that they enjoyed the plays. It also
made them want either to act in a play or to do technical work.
The first play of the Student Players was "The Night of January 16th" by Ayn Rand.
Il was smoothly acted and directed. It was a court-room play in which the witnesses came
out ol the audience. This proved a (orlunate curtain-riser for the season. The audiences
enjoyed it- novelty and expert performances. The play also served to introduce -nun
exciting talent.
Then came the winter term and with it, "Lightnin' ". After the close of the play in
New ^ oik. Fred Stone came down to Rollins to appear with a cast ol students and faculty
members in this well-known character study ol a good-natured, lovable drunkard, for that
is bluntly the sole motivation ol the play. Mr. Stone literally whipped his cast into almost
professional shape in less than two weeks. The phi) met with outstanding success. Il
played for six performances in the Annie Russell Theatre. Each performance was sold-out.
\\ hat followed gave the students in the play their first experience of the hardships and
the problem- of the professional theatre. Fred Stone. "Lightnin" "", and the Rollins Stu-
dent Players went on tour for two weeks. After special meetings of the faculty, the last
details were arranged and the tour started.
Coirt SCENE In Lightnin'
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Mokt Makes Up
The troupe played in small movie houses with no dressing rooms, in big movie houses
with four floors of dressing rooms, and in medium-sized movie houses with dressing rooms in
the basement. If they played two days in the same city, it was considered a long run. How-
ever, in spite of everything, the cast for the first time in most cases experienced the prob-
lems of professional trouping. They played before strange audiences, all of whom re-
sponded differently. These people demanded professional performances and the cast had
to see that they maintained these standards.
The "Lightnin' " tour climaxed the winter
term and the student Players had only put on
one other play. Consequently in the spring
they had four plays to produce. Never had
there been such activity and excitement in the
Annie Russell.
In the beginning of April Charles S.
Brooks' "-Wappin' Wharf' was presented to
a delightful audience. Howard Bailey, the
new drama professor, directed the pirate fan-
tasy which was a complete departure from the
mood of the other two plays. This charming
fairy tale was given at a special children's
matinee and met with deserved approval.
Although there were some weak spots, the
nature and direction of the play made these
scarcely noticeable.
Professor Allen threw restraint to the
winds and produced the powerful anti-war
play, "Bury the Dead", as the third of the
subscription series. It shocked some, but
impressed all. This was the most important
play of the season for in spite of any criticisms
levelled at the play, it showed definitely that
Pals
Ix«>l I iii — is alive ii> current
important still, the actors I
rations M ore
nought an enthusi-
asm !o their roles which was instrumental in
its success. Willi this pla\ the well-known
one-act drama, ""The \ aliant", was given. This
likewise created and admirably sustained a
mood.
"" The Music Master' was presented in \la\
and received mixed notices. It was a slow,
tearful and very serious drama that proved
espeeialK popular with the older audiences.
It was important for the students in that it dis-
played a different technique and approach to
play production.
Then to close the season I'rolessor l>aile\
directed '"The Porch Bea rers' In < leorge
Kelly. This was produced for graduation
week and kept the students so busy laughing that they didn't have time to weep for the end
of their college days. It was giddily played and moved along with no stops lor breath.
The year was definitely more successful than the previous one. The department showed
signs of coming alive. It presented a controversial play, a coined) -drama, a lantasy, a
drama, a comedy, and a farce which is a good average for any college theatre. The year
also produced some new talent that will be well worth watching in the future. Among the
students a new interest in the theatre became more markedly evident as the year proceeded.
New laces appealed on the stage and new lace- appeared working backstage.
Next year there may be a laboratory theatre which w ill open another chapter in drama
at Rollins.
St i nk Shu t
Theta Alpha Phi: Professor Donald S. Allen, Frank Daunis, Aucusta Yust, Mort Lichtenstein, Warren Hume,
Alice Elliott, Bruce McChkary. Not in picture: Geohce Fuller.
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VERBAL EX
A MERE WORD SPO
AMOUNT OF PHYSI
AROUSE A GREAT
HOWEVER, WHEN US
Tublic Speaking.
Brander Matthews has said, "The first lesson that needs to be learned is that speaking
is an art,—it does not come by nature."
Everyday affairs in the realm of social and business activities demand a practical method
of speech-making, both for the student who is to go into the world of business and the man
already in that world. Public speaking is not an exhibition, but in its larger aspects, a
purposive attempt to communicate meaning, to stimulate thought, and to form opinion.
We are told that conversation in the present age is a lost art. If this is true there may
be another reason for it than the mere lack of leisure among the intellectual; it may be that
slovenliness in speech has been a mental habit.
The chancellor of a well-known university had a meeting with a body of engineers. He
asked them what they considered the most important part of an education. They said: "Mr.
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PRESSIONS
KEN IS A NEGLIGIBLE
CAL ENERGY. IT MAY
DEAL OF ACTION,
ED in EXPERTS OE
Chancellor, you cannot emphasize too strongly the advantage that accrue?- to nu n from the
ability to think on their feet, to express well-thought-out propositions extempore, to adapt
themselves and their conversation instantaneously to changed conditions as they may arise.
We value this ability of rapid and clear thinking and expression more highly than almost
anything else."
Hie point F wish to make is this: An opportunity to learn to speak well earh in life
forms a precedent in the minds of young men and women which will guide them all through
life; for that we have once accomplished, like riding a bicycle, or swimming, we can do
again, years afterward,—or think we can, and that is half the battle.
"
I he manner in which one uses his mother loiigne i- looked upon as showing more elearlv
than any other one thing what his culture is, and what his associations have been."
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THE
What does religion
have to do with the devel-
opment of personality
during undergraduate
years? Religion is not a
THE SPIRIT REPRESENTS
QUALITIES OF MAN. The
SOUL OF ROLLINS.
department of life. Re-
ligion and education are wed as one; the former is
mother of our intuitive and creative powers, the lat-
ter is father of our rational capacities. It is the com-
mon task of religion and education to objectify in
the effective, intellectual and volutional nature of
Chapel Tower tne individual the highest good manifest in the expe-
rience of the race! The current popular conception
ol the culture of personality is a matter of external attraction and fascination. "To put on a good
show
,,
is a contemporary standard of success! This false face of exterior glamor is usually worn
because the eye cannot flash the reality of interior light. The great spiritual adventure is after all
a matter of the whole man.
Fullness of being radiates
singleness of heart's desire,
clarity of thought, purity and
tenacity of motive. We hu-
man beings are distinguished
by the impulse to create and
perfect. But the first fruits
of this impelling force must
be in moral culture within,
the second in the capacity for
an obsession to meet human
need, and the third in posses-
sing what is expedient for
the one and just for all.
Then there are indispen-
sable realities worth knowing
and the liberal arts college
can not be agnostic without
liability to shrinkage of
mind and heart. There is a
legitimate agnosticism in
that only so much is avail-
able for us to know at any
given hour. But he who pur-
sues reality must believe that
reality exists and that it re-
wards him who diligently
seeks after it. Thus our reli-
gion generates our pursuit
of the ideal and faith in
achievement, for as Pascal
said, "man must feel within
Rf.v. William Denney, Our Chapel Leader
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SPIRIT
THE HIGHEST RICHEST
Chapel is Till' KAKT WD himselJ th<' emotion
ol
greatness", not ol pride in
conceit ol inttdlccliialism,
lml ol a creative grace
magnetizing the powers ol
his personality within him
and spring the new latherland lor the entire world
about him.
These two great parents ol competent man reveal
the glor\ ol the inheritance and romance of human
development in the past, hut the possihility ol the
new revelations ol the future eludes all human
imagination! And immediately there is opened to
him that knocks a door to a treasury of effective resources in faith
imperatives of mental, moral and physical development.
Real religion and convincing education refuse to conform to
to the hourgeois popularisms
A nk Rkads thk Litany
and science, to meel the present
the tendency t<» minimi/e values
of any age.
lenses them!
Rollins
Upward
chal-
and
onward to a vaster faith, a
greater moral standard, a
finer intellect, and a deeper
spiritual affection hv which
we gain a new heaven and a
new ea rtl
\n outstanding feature of
the services held in Know les
Memorial Chapel is the ac-
tive participation by mem-
bers ol the student body.
They make up the sixty-
voice "A Capella" choir, the
ushers and the readers.
Kach of these groups. well
trained, aid to present a most
beautiful service.
Responsible (Or this activ-
ity is the Chapel Staff, con-
sisting of twelve student and
two faculty members. It is
their dut) to supervise all
student acti\ itv in connection
with the Know les Memorial
Chapel. In the organization
of student ( ihapel work there
are six committees, a mem-
ber of each serving, usually,
as chairman is a member of
"Trow" Clarifies A Problem
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Sunday Morninc Service
the Staff. These committees are: Music, Ushering, Program, Publicity, Social Service, and Inter-
racial-International relations.
The first four respective committees are in charge of student participation during the various
services held throughout the year, both the regular and special services, such as those at Christmas
and Easter.
Processional
The Social Service group
is one of the most vital com-
mittees functioning in Chapel
work. With funds raised
during a campus "Chapel
Fund"' campaign held annu-
ally, they perform social
welfare work both in the col-
lege and the college commu-
nity. Except for faculty ad-
vice all such work is carried
on by the students.
Combined into one group
are the Inter-racial and Inter-
national relations commit-
tees. Their aim is to make
possible for Rollins students
the opportunity to study and
discuss outstanding racial
and international problems.
Chapel Staff: Aldine Baker, Tom Phillips, Frances Daniel, Polly Yoinc, Dick Kelly. (Jeorce Fi li.eh. Rev. Denney,
J ack Bi ckwai.ter, Margery Chindahl, Mr. Buell Trowbhidce, Matt Ely, Betty de Giers, and Clara Adolfs.
The task <>l [lie Chapel Slall is l>\ no means a small one. Aside from conducting stu-
dent activity in the Chapel, it fosters the spirit which makes the Knowles Memorial Chapel
the center of Rollins campus life.
Offering Recessional
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INTERN AT ION
CREATING INTER
AMONG ALL NATIONS
NEEDS CAREFUL STU
Illations Qlub STRI
TERNATIONAL FEEL
STANDING.
The International Relations Club aims to bring its members" various viewpoints on in-
ternational affairs. Drawing from the foreign students at Rollins, the Club has attempted
to get a background and an understanding of the respective student's country. Faculty mem-
bers of the College have been considerate in giving their time to lead various discussions.
The Club also has been fortunate in having visitors of the College and people from outside
sources at some of its meetings.
The International Relations Club receives valuable aid from the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. This foundation prints a pamphlet, "The Fortnightly Summary of In-
ternational Events" which is distributed among the Club members. The Carnegie Endow-
ment also furnishes excellent books on international interest to the College Library.
To Professor Trowbridge, the International Relations Club owes a debt of gratitude for
his intense interest and help as the Club's faculty advisor.
THE INTER-RACIAL CLUB
The Inter-Racial Club of Rollins College is primarily concerned in bringing about better
understanding among the different races. Its particular interest has been in undertaking
to better the condition of the Negroes in the Winter Park vicinity. The Club is divided into
various committees which undertake certain projects. Much good has been accomplished
by this group, especially in regard to its work with the Negro Library, the Negro Grammar
School, the Hungerford School, and the Jones High School. Professors France, Clarke and
Trowbridge have all manifested their interest in this Club.
THE ESPERANTO CLUB
The Esperanto Club was founded with the purpose of making use of Esperanto. Each
member has undertaken to write letters to students in foreign countries. Through the use
of Esperanto, they hope to promote a better relationship among the nations.
International Relations Club
AL RELATIONS
EST WD GOODW III
[S \ PROBLEM Til \T
DY. The International
VES TO CREATE IN-
ING AND UNDER-
Intkr-Racial Cli/b
Esperanto: Manny Ehklich, M\i«,i khitk I.i cas, Bktty Knowlton, Isabel Flacc, Bktty Hall, and Dr. Edwin Clarke.
M U S
HOW MUSIC LIFTS AND
SPIRIT. THE ^Rsllins Qonserv
The strongest lie and bund in the world is music. When we AND APPRECIATION OF EV
are light-hearted, we sing, and we express our feelings in music THE SIMPLE UNDERTONES
where words are impossible and superfluous. Without music life TO THE GRANDEUR OF BACH,
would be merely existence.
The breeze makes its well-worn path around Lake Virginia, whispering never-ending
secrets from palm to palm in low and rhythmic tones. And as it goes it gathers in its wake
the small noises which, welded together, become a symphony—and the soul of Rollins.
The same breeze has blown over the lake and through the palms for countless years while
people come and go, leaving only memories in a minor key. People come and go, but we
still wake in the early morning to the notes of a bugle, which, as it sounds, starts all the other
campus noises, and we hear the lively whistle of those who have had enough sleep. In the
conservatory an "early bird" is practicing the piano; and every so often we pass an uncon-
scious between-class hummer. After lunch on the horseshoe a group is harmonizing favorite
tunes, and later in the afternoon the chapel is filled with choir voices in rehearsal.
One evening a week we still forget the world for an hour and let the organ lift us above our-
selves with its vespers.
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I c
REFRESHES THE lit MAIN
atory BRINGS MELODY, LIFE
ERY TYPE OF MUSIC FROM
OF THE NEGRO SPIRITl VLS
\\ hen the night is in lull swing we
see couples, as ever, dancing in ihe
smoke to that particular record in
the Honkitonk that will always mean
just the two oJ them; and perhaps we sing a sweetly sad song
softly to ourselves on nights when we can t hear to look the
full moon in the face. On an especial l\ balm) nighl we wake
from semi-slumher to hear the heautilul singing of male
serenaders outside our windows. In the spring we gather on
the lake shore two moonlit nights for the sorority and fra-
ternity sings, when we polish up and present with heartfell
loyalty the hits of miscellaneous music we have sung through-
out the year. And supreme amidst all the rest is the Bach
Festival, when music in its highest form is beautifully dedi-
cated to the best in mankind, and voices outdo themselves in
the effort to be worthy of the music they sing.
Goodnight Ladiks
Most significant of all and above all else more dear is our Uma Mater, the spirit ol
Rollins with its lovely, wistful melody, which w\ 11 always take us "where palms and pines"
are the only ones who really know and can only sing about it.
The Choir
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LIVING TOGETHER UNDER THE
SAME ROOE, SHARING HAPPINESS AND
SUCCESS, STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS,
fraternities ALLOW MEN TO FEEL THE
HIGH TUG OF FRIENDSHIP BASED UP-
ON CONGENIALITY AND INTEGRITY.
CONGEN
IALITY
G O O B
WE SEEK TO EPITOMIZ
WONDROUS ORGANISM W
WE DO NOT WANT OU]
CLIQUES AND GROUPS, AN1I
EACH FOR ALL AND ALL FOU
fraternity and Tan-^ell
The promotion of fraternal good will and mutual interests of
the thirteen social groups, and the control of all matters pertaining
to inter-fraternal relations are pointed to as the functions of the
Inter-Fraternity and Pan-Hellenic Councils.
The Inter-Fraternity Council governs the relations between the six social groups for men.
The Council is composed of one delegate and an alernate from each fraternity. The mem-
bers serve on the Council for six terms. A president is elected each year from a designated
fraternity, which was Phi Delta Theta this year, and rotates each year among the fraternities
according to the date of their respective founding.
The Pan-Hellenic Council's personnel is composed of three delegates, two active mem-
bers and an alumna, from each of the seven women's fraternities. They, too, are elected
Executive Committee of Inter-Fraternity Council
WILL
by their respective sororities, but serve on the Council for one \e.u
only. The presidencj of this group rotates in order of the estab-
lishment of the sororities, with Phi Mu furnishing this year's prexy.
The two inter-I raiei na I moups enjo\ the distinction oi being able, continually, to tn to
satisf) the clamors for revised rushing rules, and regulate its subservient practices. In spite
oi the ( iouncil's efforts to improve rushing conditions the results never seem to satisfv all the
fraternities. It is a consolation to feel and know, however, that the Inter-Fraternit) and
Pan-Hellenic Councils have always dealt fairly and squarely with all their problems, and
that they do promote healthy relations among the Creek letter societies.
Pan-Hi:i..u mc Council
IN 01 R C Wll'l S LIFE THE
\\ \\T THIS WORLD TO BE.
SCHOOL M\ IDED INTO
\\ K SEEK E\ I I! TO DEN EI.OT
EACH THROUGH THE Inter-
nic (Councils.
THETA KAPPA NU
i>u ^-11 <S>wa,n
Have you ever walked into the Theta Kappa Nu house on Monday night? Well, if you haven't
and ever do, don't be misled by appearances. It won't be one of those old-fashioned "bull-sessions"
that's gathered all these boys together; it'll be the "Lum and Abner" radio program, which has become
so popular that every Theta Kappa Nu'er has stopped drinking coffee and taken to Postum, the drink
that sponsors this hour.
It's very fortunate that this program comes on Monday night because attendance at fraternity meet-
ings before the advent of "Lum and Abner" was always spasmodic, but now, as all the Brothers huddle
around the radio, so intensely interested in what the two mountaineer philosophers have to say that the
Phi Delts could come over and swipe the Gary Cup and no one would notice, head man Joe Justice
slips to the door and before you could say "burp" has the door locked and a one hundred percent attend-
ance for the meeting that follows.
Standing ('back row), left to right: Secondo Soldati, Jack Justice, Pres Wetherell, June Lingerfelt, Dudley Dar-
ling, Fred Kasten, Oli.ie Daucherty, Carl Thompson, Paul Bouton, Richard Turk, Joe Matthews. Wes Den-
nis, Richard Gillespie, Chapman Lawton, Alfred Swan, and Billy Welch. Middle Row: Dean Winslow S.
Anderson. Dr. Guy Waddington, Bob Hayes, Dr. Lawrence Kinsler, Joe Justice, Dr. William Melcher, Dr.
Herman Harris, Prof. Edward Weinberg, Prof. Christopher Honas, and Prof. Herman Seiwert. Front Row:
Doyle Darnold, Bud Albert, Carrow Tolson, Pete Crawford, Richard Kelly, Sam Hardman, George Chisholm,
Merlin Mitchell, and Frank Grundler.
Joe calls the nirel ing to order and asks Scribe Soldati to read the minutes of the last meeting. As
usual "Soc" has everything mixed up. This lime he has us pledging Dean Balazs in the last meeting.
It lakes fort) minutes to get Soldati and the minutes straightened out and regular business in order.
lioiitoii immediately gels up and asks to be excused saying that he has to cut Hardman's hair. Be-
fore leaving the room he reminds the boys that his office hours are from 4:00 p. m. to L2:30 a. in.:
however, if you have cash he'll stay up until 2:00 a. m. On Saturday nights he runs a special rate.
( \-k Bill Daugherty or John Giantonio about his "Saturday Specials.")
After "I ncle Boo has left the room Curie and Matthews ask to leave with the excuse that they
have to entertain some out-of-town friends. Atwood and "Ollie" also want to be excused. I 1 wonder
why?) Joe excuses them with a growl.
"Deacon" Dennis pops up with, "Joe, how 'bout me and Lingerfelt going? We want to go to the
pool room." (While Joe is arguing, "the Deacon," Chisholm, Crawford, Albert, and Welch slip out
through the porch doors.) Tolson and Grundler have fallen asleep by this time. Hayes ami Thomp-
son now ask to be excused on the grounds that Bob has to write a news story and Carl wants to stud)
something on the culture ol the cabbage.
Sally calls lor Jones from outside and he leaves; W etherell picks up his trumpet and begins to
swing bugle calls—he is asked to leave. Sedlmayr and Mitchell are also asleep now; Jack Justice re-
members he has a dale with Anne and breaks a window making his exit.
Dick Turk gets to his No. 12's and begins one of his short discourses on "paying your dues."* B) the
time hick (iin-ho. Cillopie has lelt the room to call Connie; Swan has gone out muttering something
about Bouton and Hardman; and Soldati has fallen asleep.
Joe goes over to the settee, sits down and says, "Meeting's over". He falls asleep. Thus another
meeting of the Florida Alpha Chapter of Theta Kappa Nu was closed with all due formality.— (Last
line taken from Soldati's minutes.)
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KAPPA ALPHA
I. 1. In the beginning God created the campus. 2. And the campus was waste and void. 3. And all of
darkness was on the face of the earth for there were yet no K. A."s.
4. And God said, Let there be a fraternity. And there was a fraternity. 5. And God called the fra-
ternity Kappa Alpha; and God saw that it was good.
6. And God said, Let us make a man and let him be lord over all things that creepeth the campus.
And so it was.
7. And God called the man a K. A. and he was good.
II. 1. And it came to pass that the K. A.'s grew, and the tribe of Alpha Psi was not the least. 2. And
in the twelfth year there was at the head of the tribe one who called himself Bradley. 3. And the
leader called forth his group and spake unto them, saying, Be fruitful and replenish our fraternity. 4.
And so it came to pass that seven stalwart men were pledged. 5. By name they were called Riddle of the
Golden Mane, McHugh the Mighty, Felder the Elder, Felder the Infant, Camp of the Wise Words, Mid-
dlebrooks of the Sundike Visage, and Keller, Wielder of a Mighty Club. And they were good, and
were well received.
III. 1. Now on the second and twentieth day of the first month of the twelfth year, the Children of Kappa
Alpha were assembled with neckties and pressed suits upon them. 2. And they were photographed.
3. There was Bradley and he was their leader and father. Also did he edit the Flamingo. And it was
read. 4. Somewhere thereby stood Bills, he who was mad and possessed of devils. 5. Foresooth,
near him, was the prodigal Brady. 6. Dear was he to the daughters of the campus. And he was not
too good.
7. Buckwalter thereupon posed. 8. And he was bright of mind and industrious: he acteth in drama
so as to please even the deaf and blind. 9. Frank, son of Daunis, powerful of body and mind, great
of heart and nose, thereby was, and smilelh.
"Mi sic Hath Charm" Eureka !
10. Vnd it came to pass that I lanna stood near: and lie \\a> lord ol the Sandspu r. which | n ickctli his
side sorelv. II. lie who leereth is Buck, offspring ol Johnson. 12. \nd he singcth and makes joy
at tin" mention ol die word ol football. l.'i. There by him was Neal, son ol Ln/.ier. I 1. \nd he will
lake unto him a wile. Jeanne b\ name, before the snow falleth again.
L5. Hereb) sitteth Ogilvie who spelleth destruction to opposing teams. lo. Bui he i> well seen in die
eves ol heaven and Sherry. 17. Fair ol lace and virtuous is Theodore ol Keed. He rowelh and lov-
ed i with equal grace and ardor. L8. And it came to pass thai Wah, son oi Siddall, was absent. \nd
though he was strong a> Pharaoh, he trembleth at the touch ol the maiden Jayne.
19. Herewith we approach Clanton who was a tempest on the field oi battle, yet gentle as rain to those
who call him brother. 20. Behold, next see we the sons ol Bidden. Koberl and Richard by name. The
former i> a disciple of study, and lo. he beareth the signia ol Phi. 21. \nd Kiehard was he who blew
upon hi- trumpel until main walls and ear drums have shattered.
22. Yon beardless youth is Verges, who driveth like the wind and talketh in his slumber. 23. Bui his
brethren loved him lor his spirit. 24. Following was he who was the power. Quiet of word, active
nt luuli. was W arren the Hume. 25. ^ ea, and there were lew lo oppose him lor he was mighty.
2(). Behold, behold them: Thus speaketh Jess, only son ol (jregg, who is thy historian and philosopher
and mother: Behold them, lor the) shall be strong when all others perish.
Rear Row: Harold Brady. Jack Rcckwaltkh. Mei.vin Ci.anton, Richard Bei.den. Nkai. Luzier, I.hi Rii.i.s. Joi
Jess Grecc. ami \ i-:u<a - \ vn\\ icki.e. Middle Row: Warren Hi me. Frank Daims. Joe Johnson, Don Ocii.vik,
Don Bradley, Bob Belden, ind Ted Reed. Front Row: Jack Keller, Billy Middlebrooks, Dick Camp, Nat
Felder, Don Riddle, Irving Felder, and Jim McHugh.
PHI DELTA THETA
The typical meeting on Monday night opens with much pomp
and ceremony under the able direction of the temporary saint-
like President (letrulo who demands in a loud voice for the roll-
call. Among those honorable names are "Tiger" Hickok, who
fails to answer due to his general state of confusion; Henry Stryker,
whose mind is probably contemplating the latest writings of Thomas
Mann; Wilson and Lesh, who are invariably suffering from sun-
burn; and Fuller, the pride and hope of Alabama. The name of
Hoover is not even called, because he wouldn't be there on time
anyway. Alter a few traditional acts are remembered, we settle
down to business. So far the meeting has been altogether quiet
and brotherly, but the minute the spendthrift Wendy Davis arises,
with a mercenary gleam in his eye and asks for some huge sum to
be used for a Hotentot dance, hell breaks loose. Bob Davis, the
Phi Delt mascot, screams his disapproval of such waste with a weird
duck-like voice, accompanied by "one-beer" Hagenbuch, whose
Scotch blood rebels at the idea. With shaky knees Jack Clark
arises and calms the whole chapter, muttering quietly and scratch-
ing his head. The Casparis brothers are fined as usual for making noise. From a corner of the room we
hear "Casanova" Craig continually bragging to Ed Levy about his latest "find" in the feminine field.
( A IN Ull! \ I I M.I -i
Jack Makemson and Lou Bethea, who is always smothered in bandages, make hurried and weak excuses
in order to leave early to join their beloved girls. But the real lady-killer of the house is Wes Hausman,
"Leffo" Tells Another At Home
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who can easily be recognized by his smug "holier-than-thou" look on a gangster's face. (No hard feelings,
Wes.)
\t this |ioiiit we turn the regular meeting into a co-operative meeting ol the pledges together with the
actives. The pledges enter the room rather slow ly and reverently, with downcast eyes and quivering hands.
Each ol them is accused ol very grave misconduct. Hob MeFall wastes no time at all in clearing his own
name. In his eyes he has been a perfect angel who could do no wrong. It is much easier to pin something
on I'hikeia Kraus, who is always too sleepy to deny anything, even to escape a paddling. It is too much to
hope that Pledge Barken- will keep a solemn countenance during these meetings. He is constantly ordered
to wipe his smile off on the rug, which method proved to be unsatisfactory since he shaves regularly once a
week.
\\ hen the pledges have all been harassed and embarrassed enough to make them properly meek and
humble for a few minutes at least, everyone is content to go on his way, forgetting his lowly position for
at least a week until the next meeting rolls around.
These meetings, besides being necessary, are actually intensely interesting, which is probablv due to
the fact that every one of the boys has something definite and individual to offer to the group as a whole;
for good or bail.—who shall say?
Rear Ron : John Giantonio, Bob Davis. Phil Lesh, Joe Wilson, Lou Bethea, Babe Casparis, Alan Taulbee, Robi ri
Kurvix, Pete Stryker, Jack Hall, Morrie Casparis, Bud Hoover, and Jack Clark. Middle Ron : Wendell DaviSj
Dr. Wendell Stone, Ray Hickok. James Craig, Don Cetrulo, George Fuller, Jack Hacenbuch, and Ed Levy.
Front Roiv: Bob McFall, Ralph Harrington, Wes Hausman, Clarence Kraus, and Jack Makemson.
SIGMA NU
The Editor asked us to write a few hundred words about the Sigma Nu's. In order that you may
become better acquainted with our chapter and the men in it, it is our purpose to tell you something
about the Chapter and what the men in it are doing.
Epsilon Tau Chapter of the Sigma Nu Fraternity was installed on the Rollins Campus on January
eighth, nineteen hundred and thirty-eight. At this time twenty-one men were formally initiated and
allowed to wear the Five-arm Star of Sigma Nu. During the remainder of 1938 several other men
were taken into the chapter. Graduation called from our ranks several good Brothers as Max Har-
rington, Bud Draper, Howard Lyman, and Al McCreary started out in pursuit of their individual
ambitions. At the same time, George "'Slugger'" Call, Jack Sharpe, and Johnny Lee left school to
continue their work elsewhere.
Rear Row (standing) : Robert Haccerty, Robert Ruse, Robert Ward, Max Harrington, Alfred Roosevelt, William
Fetner, Frank Hubbard, Ashley Purse, Shelby Boorhem, Fleetwood Peeples, Donald Murphy, Franklin
F.mm ist, Jules Steffens, James Newton, George McCarthy, and Bruno Fedrizzi. Middle Roiv: Charles
Rauscher, Mr. William Cook, William Bingham, William Collins, Ben Cooke, Bruce McCreary, Jim Coates,
Hi i.Bert Hagnauer, Myron Savage, Everett Farnsworth, Orville Fennell, Richard Jones, and George Cart-
wricht, Jr. Front Row: Joe Rembock, and Walter Royall.
At the opening ol college this year, our fraternity, Still not a year old. was prepared to hit the
trail with a spirit to build it up. Several Brothers arrived early in September, and plans were set
up lor the hectic rushing period which took place the first two weeks of the Fall Term. Finally,
the crucial day came—Pledge Sunday—and our efforts in rushing were rewarded by ten new boys
entering our house to give their pledge. After this eventful day more plans were made to carry on
through the year. Epsilon Tau had made its bid and success had answered its call.
The new pledges under the leadership of older actives began their new duties and have done
wonders in aiding the success of the Chapter. Several house-dances and informal parties were given
b\ the neophytes. As the term progressed, newborn spirit was instigated into our intra mural
activity. Several brothers were playing football, others golf, and still others were practicing lor
cross-country. We have a young but well-developed basketball team ready for action, and we look
(or big things from Bill Fetner in tennis. Our crew is practicing daily preparing for a heavy and
strenuous schedule.
In extra-curricular activities our men are well scattered. Brothers Stelfens, Purse, Fennell. and
Enquisl are on the Chapel Usher Staff. Brothers Boorhem, Enquisl Rembock, Farnsworth, and Mur-
phy are attending the International Relations meetings, discussing the troubles of the world and how
to solve them. George McCarthy is in the Flying Club; f arnsworth is a member ol the Theta Vlph i
Phi honorary dramatic fraternity; Bob Ruse is a member ol the Rollins Band, as is Claire Henline.
Fetner and Bingham are out lor varsity tennis, and Kembock is on the varsity basketball team.
Brothers Rembock. Ward. Royall. and Farnsworth are in the Chapel Choir.
On January 22nd formal initiation was held in the Chapter House, and Pledges Boorhem. Stef-
lens. Uu>e. Fmpiist. Murphy. Hubbard. Ward, and Newton were made actives. With this initiation
over, our Pledges dropped to six. and we hope to lake these men in as Brothers before the vear is over.
W ith this newly initiated group and with the others to come, we feel certain that we are headed for
bigger and better times in the future.
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X CLUB
gpl/UiL.l/ULlteLeU
All Quiet On the Front
Long before the sun silently pushes its way above the horizon, the Clubbers' eyes are opened by
the clear tones of Matt Ely's harmonica shrilling out the first call. Cheery good mornings ring
through the smoky halls as members pass each other on the way to morning inspection. (We have
often doubted if the Club could hold together so well if it weren't for just such integrating customs as
this morning inspection.) On each side of the room are lined half of the members. In the doorway
stands Prexy (fondly known as ""Wolf" or "Prexy"). His sharp command brings the lined men to
attention. Then, "one—two—three—SWITCH!"
After inspection comes breakfast. At the combination sandwich griller, fruit squeezer, bottle
(Coca-Cola) opener, and shoe shiner stands Jack Myers (fondly known as "Wolf", or "What has Long-
champs got that Our Kitchen Hasn't), awaiting orders. In a husky wheeze Lennie McCorkle (fondly
known by his mother), gasps out, "Make mine the usual". The usual is one 86-second egg shirred
with pate de fois gras.
We regret to say that one of us, "Snooks" Mclnnis—Methuselah to those who have seen his birth
certificate—is often forced to stay in bed because of his many infirmities. (His last excuse was that
his floating kidney had run aground.) But withal, this first matutinal meeting is pleasant indeed.
Breakfast over, we stroll back to the living room where cigarette packages are opened and loud
cries to "have one of mine" soon multiply to a deafening clamor.
When everyone has finished his firsl smoke. George Richard Roddn calls out, "All right, men,
let's get read) for the morning sing. Take your places . Silently we group ourselves, all with one
hand on our hearts, the Other extended toward the mantel. With his arm- aho\e his head. Mick
stands reach to start us. 1 1 is hands drop. Softly come the first bars. Gradually the volume swells.
Now evervone i- singing with all his soul. A melodic roar booms oul as we finish, "With merit did
we um thee, with merit will we keep thee, Oh ROLLINS INTERFRATERNITY SCHOLARSHIP
TROPHY PRESENTED B 1* PRESIDENT HAMILTON HOLT".
\- the la.-l mites of the \iuen die away, memhers disperse to gel their hooks and notebooks for
the da\ s aeti\ ities and elasses.
Back at the Club after classes, we engage in strenuous relaxation. Now the little group discus-
sions which bring out so many interesting sidelights on so many varied subjects begin. Sprawled com-
fortably on a couch arc Jack Harris and Ted Pitman loudly discussing crew and women. Silting
cross-legged helore the crackling fire are Skunt-knoh, Manny, and Snooks heatedly arguing ahoul loot-
hall and women. On another couch are Bruce. 01 lie, and Twopper pro-ing and con-ing ahoul auto-
mobiles, inverted falling leaves and women. Stretched on the floor in a corner are Kennedy and M\ ers
discussing women.
Dinner hour comes and goes. Then goes MacBriar. We don't know where, but she's a blond.
And where does Speyer go? She's a blond, too.
\t 9:30 everyone comes in quietly and retires. We dimly remember, though, thai earlier in the
year one poker game managed by George Collins kept several of us up a little later.
Standing: Bruce Edmands. Wilson Whitehead. J ack Myers. Bill Daccherty, Hob McCohkle. Mk. Wili \hd \\ \tti.i s.
Dr. Richard Bi rton, Jeff Kennedy, Dan Speyer, Jack Harris. Wallace MacHrim< \m> Ollie Wittmer. Sitting:
Richard Rodda, Matt Ely, Marion McInnis, Manny Bbankert, Bill Scheu, Tom Phillips, and Ted Pitman.
/ N
Sigma Phi Omega was organized during the school year of 1938-1939 by a group of men on the
Rollins campus who felt the need for a local organization which would combine all the advantages of
a college Greek-letter fraternity and have, in addition, what these men considered a broader outlook
and more cosmopolitan vision than the traditional fraternities seem to have.
The knowledge that practically all college Greek-letter fraternities are limited in their choice of
members by racial, religious, or other unfortunate restrictions determined the charter members of
Sigma Phi Omega and their friends and supporters in the faculty and administration of Rollins Col-
lege to undertake the task of providing an organization on the Rollins campus whose ideals would stress,
among other things, universal understanding, friendship, enlightenment, and also attempt to add in a
small way its aid in the struggle for universal tolerance.
Though we know that all this may be somewhat idealistic, we do not believe that we are aiming
too high; because, even though we should fail, we will have achieved more than if we had aimed lower
and had succeeded in reaching our goal.
On the less idealistic side of Sigma Phi Omega we can only say that our members are active and
represented in all phases of college life. This includes varsity athletics, dramatics, debating, the sym-
phony orchestra, the band, the chapel choir, various clubs and intra-mural teams, etc. Furthermore
we expect our members to be outstanding in these activities as, indeed, some of them are.
We feel it essential that we voice our appreciation to Dean Enyart who has supported our move-
ment and given a great deal of his time in helping us to get organized, and in advising and encourag-
ing us. Dean Enyart is not a member of Sigma Phi Omega because he has made it his rule that in
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order to be a "Daddy" to all the bo) 9 in the Rollins Family, he won Id not join an) I raternit) on the
campus. Hr has. however, pledged us his co-operation and we know that we have a valuable friend.
\\ iih all the Rollins dormitories occupied and granted exclusively to the older fraternities on the
campus, we feel very fortunate in having obtained a fraternit) house off-campus. Located at !!!•">
Virginia Court, we are on the shore of Lake Virginia, within two minutes walk of the campus. We
are especially luck) to have obtained the use of this modern two-story house because as a new organ-
ization we would have had to wait until the Rollins program lor expansion had reached its scheduled
plans for a new dormitory before we could have hoped for an exclusive Sigma Phi Omega fraternity
house.
\\ c are equally fortunate in having as our house proctor and house mother Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Alter. "Pop" and "Mom"", as they are affectionately called, own the house and live with us. They
have two sons who are graduates ol Rollins and so they have an insight into our problems, a fact
which has made their advice and help invaluable.
Our officers for the 1938-1939 school year are: President, Emanuel Ehrlich; Vice-President, Rob-
ert Carter; Secretary, Jim Edwards; Treasurer, George Ehrlich; Corresponding Secretary, Warren
Goldsmith; Historian, Rankin Shrewsbury.
At the time this was going to press we were unable to announce either our pledges or faculty mem-
bers. But we have an enthusiastic group and we hope to accomplish a great deal next year.
Rear Row: Georce Ehri.ich, Manny Ehrlich, and Jim Edwards. Front Row: Warren Goldsmith, Bob Carter, and
Rankin Shrewsbury.
GAMMA PHI BETA
The Rollins chapter of Gamma Phi Beta, whose motto is "One Foo all, and more like Foo", gareets
you as you come upon this page. Halt here and list awhile to the tinkle of magenta guffaws slipping
from between the print. We closed a few in when we inserted the rest of the stuff.
This year we have striven to combust entirely spontaneously. As usual we have had our teas on
Fridays when we ask almost any old person to combust with us, and we made it a firm rule that no one
should do anything they were told they had to do, or anything they had thought about doing for more
than five minutes. We found this worked wonderfully, and the chapter talent jumped to 120 degrees,
with F. Montgomery and J. Turner in the lead—when romance permitted.
Then we have that row-di-dow combination, the three cute kids: Grandmaw Heath and her two little
chicks, Tubbs and Hill, who would sell the clothes right off their backs to get money with which to go
to the movies. They also have played mannequin any number of times this year, just to show you
how they would wear clothes if they hadn't sold them all.
Then there's Foobanks, of course, who is so discouraging to those of us who do love our moments
of wasted time, because she does a million things and all well—such as her "Prix de Paris", sculpturing,
art work, ballet dancing, etc., and her room-mate Denny, who has the amazing ability of being able to
become intoxicated on chocolate ice cream. And Ann, our prexypants, who wastes so much of the
time she could be with us. And our "Little Audrey", Elsie, who is ever getting stewed up about
"Camping" on Horseshoe Master Builders
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something or oilier ami yet is the Gamma Phi stud) model because undercover she does more work
llian anvone else we know. \nd there's l\an»l\ and I'uddin" and \l Lou whom we can I lind anything
to >a\ about because we like them so much.
And have you heard? There's one among us to whom fame means not so much as a bottle of rum;
we won't tell her initials, but Rachel Harris flunked her swimming class Call term. That's true mod-
est) . Small Slu II Rathbun is another from our ranks, and some day we expect to be able to sit back
in our rockers and say, as we heave a great spit across the room,—"Yep! that's "Bill Robinson"
Rathbun, a feller Gamma I'hi. I>\ the great white lalber!"
Skippy is playing hostess in Beanerv lhi> year b\ popular demand, but otherwise we see her little.
Rett\ Little used to be around much more until she too got extreme ofi-eampusil is.
\nd last but certainl) not least are our five new initiates with their 999 legs and silly faces;
namely, \\ inlon, Stevie, Lew, Jinny Kingsbury, and Helen Darling. Also our pledgelets, Erika,
Manpiie Lucas, and Rita, whom we hope to soon welcome into the (old ol our Loo.
We could bran about how good we are and write about all the wonderful things we've done, but
everyone alread) knows, so we'll leave it at this— in hopes it gets in print.
Top Ron-: Rachel Harris, Bktty Sti \ i ns, Helen Oakling, Jayne Rittenhoi se, M'loi Hoi ft, Pegcv \1 \io Whiteley,
Betty Tuttle, Virginia Kingsbury, Caroline Lewis, Marcuerite Lucas. Middle Row: Wilma Heath, Marilyn
Ti bbs, Betty Winton, Jean Ti hneh. Elsie Moore, Ann Roper, Frances Montgomery, Eleanor Rand, Jean
Fairbanks, Ri th Hill. Bottom Row: Skippy Arnold, Erika Heyder, Dorothi Rathbun, Jean Densmore, Rita
Costello.
PHI MU
(Special News Bulletin for Rollins Tomokan)
PHI MU SORORITY ACTIVE IN MANY FIELDS; MEMBERS GAIN SPECIAL DISTINCTION
Winter Park, Fla. (EH)—Who? Phi Mu sorority. What? Has one or more members in almost
every activity. Where? At Rollins College. When? Now and all the time. Why? It just comes
naturally. How? By the perfect combination of beauty, brains and versatile abilities of twenty Phi
Mu's.
The senior members are Lilah Nelson, Edna Harmon, Ann Earle and Leigh Davis. Lilah is study-
ing music and plans to teach next year (in the Virgin Islands?) She is vice-president of Phi Mu,
student council representative, student union worker, and winner of a Sullivan scholarship. She is
wearing Tommy's diamond and is one of those who wait anxiously for the mail to come in. Edna
Harmon, who goes to classes in her leisure time, is secretary of Phi Mu, secretary-treasurer of Pi
Kappa Delta, on the varsity debating team, on the year's honor roll, member of the Order of the Libra,
Key Society, and is the advertising commissioner for all of the Rollins publications, the only girl in
the Publications Union.
Ann Earle is a recognized authority on chemistry mix-ups. She holds the important position of
president of Pan-Hellenic, is Phi Mu chaplain, and the only girl elected to Zeta Alpha Epsilon. If
we find acids floating around, we know Ann is home from the chem. lab., but if we find a jumpfrog
Top Row. left to right: Lillian Conn, Barbara Bryant, Dorothy Bromley, Luverne Phillips, Helen Jean Fluno,
Gwendolyn Griffiths, Dorothy Ciccarelli. Second Row: Daphne Tahach, Ann Earle, Morelle Haley. Third
Row: Leigh Davis, Lilah Nelson, Francis Whittaker, Edna Harmon, Daphne Banks. Front Row: Gaynor
Davis. Edith Scott. Louise Windham, Olive Callaway, Norine Farr.
or a half dissected water bug. we know it escaped from the wink
table of Leigh Davis, our hiology major who is planning to stud)
at Columbia next year. Leigh has the magic touch of keeping the
treasurer's records of Phi Mu in perfect order.
Francis \\ hittakcr, our southern belle, accent and all. from
Mississippi, has an enviable abilitx lor setting the conversational
pace, and keeping cxeryone in gales of laughter by her matchless
imitations. "Shag"" is the president of Phi Mu. and has a knack
for putting the right lines on all 1km- art drawings, which she is
taking seriously along w illi the ad\ ice of dark-eved Daphne Pank>.
Daphne can perform miracles with her sculptor's knife or paint
brush and is the art authority lor Phi Mu. besides being second vice-
president. Vlso in the art department we find our "delicious, de-
lovely" blond pledge. Jane Fairchilds.
Norine Fair is our prize intellectual, making the highest grades
of the entiic year's work in the Freshman class, and was on the
term honor roll. Dorothy Ciccarelli placed her name on the honor
roll this term and takes her English and foreign language studies
seriously. She is a good golfer, too, along with Edith "Sadie" Scott, that lively little pledge from
Maine.
For the second consecutive year, Barbara Bryant has won the campus tennis championship, and
is equally good at whate\cr else she undertakes. She was runner-up in the state finals at Daytona
Beach, and we know Chicago's lo>s in our gain!
In the music group we find Daphne Takach, Luverne Phillips. Lillian Conn. Louise \\ indham and
Marelle Haley. Daphne collects medals and trophies modestly, and still under twenty, has had quite
a musical career. She plays the violin and piano, and was tapped for Phi Beta for her musical ac-
tivities. Luverne is interested in music conducting and Louise is one of those smartly uniformed
members of the newr Rollins band. Marelle is a piano student, but is better known for her ability as
chairman of food committees. Lillian plays the piano, but Greek, Latin and History are taking up
most of her time.
In the dramatic field we have our glamorous blond Cayner Davis, Leigh's little sister. She
played a part in "Lightnin" " with the famous Fred Stone and has done splendid work in staging and
acting this year. Gayner won the medal for the best Phi Mu pledge, and serves on many committees.
Helen Fluno is a quiet pledge, but still waters run deep, and we expect much from her math work.
This could go on and on,—but it would not be complete without saying that the most important
one person in Phi Mu is beautiful, distinguished Mrs. F. T. Brown, our adviser, and "Papa" E. T.
Brown, to complete our Phi Mu family circle.
So long! Its been a great year!
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It was a solemn conclave into which I was ushered the day they pinned the wine and blue colors
and Pi Beta Phi pledge pin on me. I was properly impressed with the dignity of the actives, and
maybe a little awed.
But it didn't take me long to discover that "Grady" Tuttle can be as silly as I can, and that "Lolo"
Johnson and Prexy Jarry Smith are always ready for a midnight bull session.
Equestrienne Barbara Babb lost the last vestige of her dignity the day "Whistle" brought her those
three police pups. We hid 'em in Mayflower for days (shh! ) and they woke us up crying more regu-
larly and more emphatically than the new jazzed-up bugler.
Susie Pick's perpetual glow over her flying lessons and her first "solo" spread among the Pi Phi's
so fast that she soon had us all figuring how we could afford flying lessons on our already straining
allowances.
Gussie Yust and Frannie Daniel are desperately impressive people, but Gussie blushes as prettily
as any freshman when you mention Warren and orange blossoms, and Frannie can always be per-
suaded to forget her many duties long enough to run down town for a "coke in a paper cup".
Flossie Swift never fails to get that "love in bloom" expression on her face when the mail comes
in. You see, there's always a letter for her from that man in North Carolina.
I never did stand in awe of Barbara Northen—not with her smile and her dimples! Nor of that
Blond Demon McCutchen, she of the super-swish formals, hearty laugh and Arkansas drawl. Lucky
"Scan" married her just before Christmas vacation.
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At least we pledges outnumber the illustrious actives; Maine gave us diminutive Nancy Locke
and Sal I \ndv"sGal) 1 lodgdon.
Be warned— sit next to Barbara Brock at a football game at your own risk—she's a shouting,
elbow-swinging Ian from "wa\ back."" Then those giggle-girls from the third floor—Horty Ford and
Kav McDonough -they're fun!
In pledge Bett} Knowlton we claim for Pi Phi the most beauteous eyelashes on campus. Behold
in those two cuties—Shirley Herman and Izzy Flagg—two shining examples of that rare combination
—beauty and brains!
Our two "dancing ladies" are Jo Sanders and '"Frcsiv" they really swing it! Pal Laursen,
the classic, is already famous—need we brag o I her here? Haze] Jackson I i \ < • - in Orlando, and we
nc\ er did see enough ol her.
Evie Bo la in I came back from Christmas holidays a little blonder and definite 1) more glamorized
we liked it! Vnd pledge President Tony Jenkins, in spite of her efficiency, can't seem to make up her
mind whether or not to wear that Phi Delt pin.
So you see, we're all definitely human—or did you know already? Maybe you went to that "Joe
College" dance we gave. II you did you know our frivolous side. But actually, there is a brain or
two among us—we have members in almost all the honorary organizations—Phi Beta, Theta Alpha
Phi. Pi Gamma Mu, and the ke\ Society. Vnd our Frannie Daniel has her biograph) and picture in
"Who's Who Wong Students in Weriean Colleges and I niversities". So there!
\\ ho am I ? W hy, I'm the pigeon-toed Pi Phi they hide in the closet when company conies.
Standing, left to right: Barbara Northen. Hortense Ford, Florence Swift. Ton y Jenkins, F.vkly n Boi.and. Shihi.i y
Herman. Middle Row: Gracia Tuttle, Gussie Yust, Jarry Smith, Barbara Babb, Frances Daniel. Lois Johnson.
Bottom Row: Josephine Sanders, Isabel Flacc, Anne Anthony, Sally Hodcdon, Betty Knowlton, Nancy Locke.
CHI OMEGA
The Chi girls will tell their tale
The sentences are terse;
Preferring to a prose that's stale
A slightly varied verse.
We have a house of greenish hues
Thai's not a block away;
So we can offer no excuse
When we are late each clay.
We've representatives around
In Choir and debating;
In publications we are found
In drama, art, and dating.
Margery is president
She wears the Libra pin;
She isn't very hesitant
In leading what she's in.
Peg is secretary
Of Student Council here;
She's played the Virgin Mary
For two successive year'.
Next comes Alice Elliott
Phi Beta's noble prex;
But sometimes for the hell of it,
She'll splurge at Chinese checks.
Top Row: Jacqueline Campbell, Betty Watson. Ann Kruse, Carolyn Naught, Barbara Drew, Martha Kithcart,
Betty Hall, Virginia Stout, and Marion Russ. Bottom Row: Alice Elliott, Betty Ann Hubbard, Margery
Chindahl, Peggy Cass, Charlotte Grecc.
Mart's our candid cam ra fiend
Most everyone she ll tag;
\\ hen we gel hold ol il we mean
To snap her in a shag.
Marion and Beth Vnn
Peri eel piano sea les;
\nd lical the ke\ s \s illi such flan
^ on hear them at Lake \\ ales.
Lyn's a charming poetess
\\ ho u rites I or the Flamingo;
\\ c v\ ish that she were doing this
In her exquisite lingo.
\nn a Sandspnr \ a rn can spin
\nd doc- il I reqnently
;
I hc Sandspnr ain't beneath her skin
But midshipman at sea.
Jacque and Ginny are a pair;
In size and looks, and sweetness;
If asked their "secret" they will swear
Their luck comes with petiteness.
Bettj \\ atson docs nol lack
In spine. K. A. reca Lis;
For she has sixteen dents in back
From sleep on Billiard ba I Is.
On the horseshoe von will see
\\ ith horror and alarm.
Barbara dri\ ing \s hat might be
A bangle bracelel cha i in.
Betty Hall's a journa lisi
Mclnnis round her mills,
The treasurer she should assisl
So wel I she ham I les "Bi lis."'
Sherry hales activity
J nsl like a so and so;
( cpt archery and Ogilvie,
She doles on how and bean.
The Chi Omega girls conclude
Thei r cha pter rhvmes at random
Although they may be rather crude
We hope no one has panned 'em.
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ALPHA PHI
Mascots of Alpha Phi
J^if C Ljabetlt C uteij
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Mascot of Alpha Phi
Took a look at all the sisters
Numbering fifteen and three.
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Said to the pandas, said he,
You'll know what I found when I look around,
If you'll only listen to me.
Mei Mei, Ping Pong,
Pandas of Alpha Phi,
Each one said as he looked at Jeb,
"You can't tell much to me."
Mei Mei, Ping Pong,
Said to the Rebel, said they,
"We two know where the Alpha Phis go,
What they do and think and say."
Mei Mei, Ping Pong
Looked at the little clog.
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Said not to be like a hog.
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Said to the pandas, said he,
"Let us share our watchful care
Of the girls of Alpha Phi."
Ping Pong, Mei and Jeb
Looked at each rushee.
Mei Mei said to Jeb,
"They all look good to me."
Said to the pandas, said he,
"Such as these are sure to please
The girls of Alpha Phi."
Mei Mei, Jeb and Ping Pong
Found that they were right,
The Alpha Phis were thoroughly pleased
Upon the pledging night.
Mei Mei, Ping Pong
Said to the Rebel, said they,
"We are equally pleased to have Alpha Phis
Of Mary, Jeanne and Jay."
Mei Mei, Ping Pong
Mascots of Alpha Phi
Told Jeb all about
The visit of the D. G.
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Said to the pandas, said he,
"We all had a peach of a trip to the beach.
And a very formal tea."
Betty and the Mascots
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Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel's
Feelings were very hurt
He fell that all the pledges were
( lerta in l\ doing him dirt.
Ml the pledges of Mpha Phi
Said in the Rebel, said all,
"( Ihristmas parlies are good w illi presents and
food.
I > 1 1 1 we can't have a man in the hall."
Ping Pong, Mei and Jeb
Were making a terrible fuss
'"I loora\ . I loorax ."" shouted they.
"Elfreda has come back to us."
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Said Id the pandas, said he,
" \nd w hat con Id he greater
Than the chapter called Theta.
\\ Inch gave Peggy to Alpha Phi."
Ping Pong, Mei and Jch
In the merry month of May
Suddenly found that they had
Something important to say.
Jeb Stuart put up a notice:
'"Lost, stolen or strayed,
All the Seniors of Alpha Phi
Somehow have been mislaid."
Ping Pong, Mei and Jeb
Took a look around.
Ping Pom-. Mei and Jeb
\\ ere sad al u hat lhe\ found.
Mei Mei, Ping Pong
Said to the Pebel, said they,
"The Seniors are hurled
To the cold, cruel world
In the merr\ month ol \la \
."
Ping Pong, Mei and Jch
Good friends from the start
Were very sad when the) found
The time had conic to part.
Jch Jch Stuart Rebel
S.i id to the pandas, said he,
"Though mighty sappy
\\ e've all been slap happy,
Happy in Mpha Phi."
Jeb Jeb Stuart Rebel
Said to the members, said he,
"To those who go on
We who are gone,
Leave you Alpha Phi.
"
Top Ron; left to right: Dorothea Rich, Lynne Leonard, Kitty Wynne, Pecgy Cleland. Middle Row: Marco Colvin,
Marguerite Beyer, Elizabeth Hannahs, Elizaheth Carey, Jane Miller, Margery McQueen, June Mutispauch.
Front Roiv: Mary Trendle, Janet Morse, Jeanne Brantman, Betty Tomlinson, Lillian Ryan. Janet Harrinc-
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
0}u C fiar/ctte ami Catclijitc
Title of Play—"Allkappacast"
Time—1950, after the defeat of the Martianites.
Place—In the Middle of Akkiss.
Setting—Under the spreading chestnut tree.
Event—The gathering of the nuts.
Betty Berdahl—
Dottie Bryn
—
Betty deGiers
—
Denny Denison
—
Connie Durschlag-
Jean Herbert
We now present the alphabetical cracking of the cast.
Betty Bird Busy Beeing a dramatic critic says that her favorite play is still
"Ed Rodda Be Right."
Owner of an automobile factory (still making "breaks"), Manager of "Baby
Snooks", and in her spare time raises little football players.
"Diggers" now lives abroad and is dividing her time between teaching horses
French and her hobby of being the first woman ever in English Parliament.
She and her husband, owners of an angora cat farm, spend their time raising
little "Puss-Pusses."
Is now all settled in Cuba and still trying to find out how many Ricks there
are in Ron Rick-o Rum.
Widely noted for her mathematical ability (she has so much to offer in the
way of figures)
.
Standing, left to right: Kay Jennings, Betty deGiers, Esther Peirce, Jenelle Wilhite, Ellen McElroy, Denny Den-
ison, Margaret Ann Martin, Connie Durschlac. Middle Ron -. Mary Virginia Hornor, Jeanne Langworthy,
Marolyn Mackemer, Dorothy Bryn, Shirley Levis, Betty Berdahl. Bottom Row: Ethel Macdonald, Jean Hol-
den, Carolyne Sandlin, Charlotte Stout, Frances Perrottet, Patricia Pritchard, Mary Ellis Weaver, Jean
Herbert. Not in picture: Betty Mackemer, and Deedee Hoenic.
Playwrights I m.u.ih. Stkadv. Fhi:k Modesty Is a Virti e
Deedee Hoenig— Has just been chosen to play the part of "Blond let" O Hara in the first llolK-
wood production of "Gone With the Wind".
Jean Holden— Has discovered in one of her chemical experiments, how high is up.
Mary \ irginia Hornor—Mary Virginia Hornor, sat in a corner,
Eating her curds and whey;
Along came Jack, hut he sat on a tack,
So he took Mary Virginia away.
A snappy little reporter whose gossip column causes men to go out with their
wives—for a change.
Still retains all of her youthful glamor and beauty, thanks to Luzier's make-up.
Now president of the Inter-fraternity Council at the University of Florida.
Her favorite song is still "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles" (blow-gum).
Former roommates. Now running rival gasoline companies to see who can
sell the most Esso, and the best looking Ethyl. Esso has finally buried the
hatchet with the K. A.'s and is employing one as a gasoline jerker.
The U. S. number one swing fan,
—
goll clubs we mean. She is now our
National Champion.
Now settle down to "Jim" (gym) teaching in Peoria. "A place" in Illinois.
She's on level ground again, no more "Slopes ".
Her sweet wistful voice causes wives to shut off the radio, and many a husband
to leave home.
Now gives out the latest prescriptions in modern, streamlined dress design.
She has plenty of money in her Purse, but with the exception oi her artistic
ability, everything else lias gone to Ashes.
Madame X. Need we say more!
Sandy s life is divided between a career and marriage. At her opening night
on Broadway, she arrived at the theatre in time for her curtain calls. < !har-
lotte, who now spends most of her time gelling Sandy off, also missed the per-
formance. She has as her career teaching people how to laugh in ten easy
lessons.
Married a man named Ferdinand. She caught him with tlx- sweel scented
blossoms that she still wears in her hair.
The Kappa Kappa Glamor girl that has held her title of "Miss America" ever
since she left Rollins (we know, she frames the judges ).
\nd now for the play. Oh
—
yes—the play! Picture our GREAT embarrassment, dear readers
(we hope there will be readers), when we tell you there will be—no play. When words fail us. lack
of space saves us.
Kay Jennings
—
Jeanne Langworthy
—
Chou Levis
—
Ethyl Macdonald-
Esso Peirce
Betty Mackemer
—
Ma rolyn Mackemer
M. A. Martin
Ellen McElroy—
Frances Perrottet
—
Patty Pritchard—
Carolyne Sandlin
Charlotte Stout
—
Mee\ ie \\ caver—
Jenelle Wilhite—
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA
To offer to show a visitor through the Theta House is sheer unmitigated nerve, for besides having
certain positive results such as loss of prestige on the part of the Thetas and probable collapse on the
part of the visitor, there's always the clanger of something even more calamitous. However, it's
sometimes unavoidable; e. g., when a passing tourist sees the barred windows, and with a sort of hor-
rible curiosity wants to see what's behind them. Occasionally there's a parent, too, who wants to find
out if Miss Lucy Cross is more successful at managing her little unmanageable than "she" has been.
So—they come—and against our better judgment, we expose them to the Thetas.
It's always nice to start by showing them the living room. Someone, anyone, is playing "Prelude
to a Kiss"
—
yes, and there are the Joneses swooping and swaying, ignoring poor Carl who is trying to
show them how sunburned her stomach is. Seeing us, they pull up abruptly with their fingers in their
ears.
At this point, there's a rush of wind and Lorie sails past, hurdling the table in the middle of the
room. Marcia follows at full gallop. We're quite proud of them. They never miss.
"Look", says Lorie to the visitor, "Can you do this? See? Fred Astaire!"
I look because I've never seen this one before, but my charge is staring horror-stricken out the
window at Rosie who has a good grip on Polly's spare tire—shrieking with delight at his discomfort.
Fearful lest our guest think us unruly, I motion to Jinny who stands obediently and drones, "We
will arise and say the Lord's prayer in Latin".
All do except for a few: Brennan, who doesn't understand Latin; Hai, who doesn't understand the
Lord's prayer; and the pledges, who don't understand anything.
Top Row, left to right: Rosalie Dean, Harriet Begole, Victoria Morgan, Carl Good, Phyllis Erbe, Fay Bigelow,
Romerta McCormick, Nancy Fisher, Frances Jones. Middle Row: Gloria Young, Frances Smith, Lora Ladd,
Polly Younc, Anne Whyte, Marcia Stoddard, Jane Russell, Katherine Porcher. Front Row: Ellen Gross,
Irene Riecer, Vircinia Morgan. June Reinhold, Kim Tilghman, Arlene Brennan, Priscilla Smith.
RoKKD? Chi ( K Kit BoAHl)
ihat
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This peacelul quiet is abruptly shattered by a roar
shakes the entire house.
Fog-horn?'" queries the guest foolishly.
"No, that's Russell. She's just gotten a letter
Leonard.
I can t tell whether the mention of mail has anything to
do with it. but suddenly Pris and Fay shoot past us and out
the door.
Praying silently for a less startling second floor, we go
upstairs. It looks queer. Oh. yes. The water. Last night's
entertainment has left the hall a little damp, so we decide to
leave this floor unexplored—but June picks this time to go
sliding past in a cloud of spray. Now, of course, we don't
have to worry any more about getting our feet wet, so we
wade on down to Vicky's room. Polly is huddled on the bed
wrapped in a blanket. "Bob's wearing all my clothes today,"
she chatters.
Clucking sympathetically we turn to watch Vicky who is playing eenie-meenie-miny-mo with a
couple of pins—which seems silly to us because they look just alike, but before we can ask about
it, Annie dashes in with the Lander trophy hugged close in her arms.
"I'm looking for a place to hide it", she wails. "Jeff Weber wants to take it away!"
Now you see, all these things are perfectly understandable to us, and if we had time we could prob-
ably explain everything to bewildered guests. But, as in this particular case, we never seem to get a
chance to, and they leave—well—in a hurry.
MoiiTAH H<>ARI>>
We do resent it though, when they turn back, glance at the barred window's, and. with compressed
lips, nod a silent approval.
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PERHAPS NOWHERE IN OUR DAILY
LIVES IS COORDINATION BETWEEN
MIND AND MUSCLE MORE MANIFEST
THAN IN athletics, WHERE PSYCHO-
LOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PROC-
ESSES OF ACTIVITY ARE BROUGHT
CONSTANTLY IN CORRELATION.
NATION
FOOTBALL
Climaxing a brilliant season with a 6-6 tie against rival Stetson University which insured
them second place ranking in the 1938 Florida grid race, the Rollins Tars amassed one
of their best records last fall since genial Jack McDowall took over the football fortunes
here ten years ago.
The lads of McDowall accounted for six victories, one tie and two defeats during the
regular playing season against a schedule rated as one of the toughest ever attempted by
a Rollins gridiron aggregation. In a post-season game against the University of Havana in
Cuba, the Tars triumphed again. Besides these achievements, during the pre-season train-
ing period in Asheville, N. C, the Tars took over Mars Hill College, Erskine and Appala-
chian State Teachers College in practice exhibition tilts.
The Tars found Stetson to their liking, 18-0, in the first game of the season, and tied their
rivals in the finale. They totaled the most points ever scored by a Rollins team under the
direction of McDowall in trimming South Georgia State, 54-0, in a regularly scheduled
game. They trounced Newberry College, 36-0, one of the strongest clubs in the SIAA con-
ference, and they trimmed hapless Tampa University, 23-0.
Front Row: Sammy Hakdman, Al Swan, Bill Daucherty, Manny Brankert, Carl Thompson,
Buck Johnson, Rick Gillespie, Warren Hume, "Snooks" McInnis, and Ollie Daucherty.
Middle Row: Jack Justice, Dick Turk, Bob Hayes, Carl Sedlmayr, Chapman Lawton, Wes
Dennis, Paul Bouton, Mel Clanton, John Giantonio, and Don Ocilvie. Back Row:
Manager George Fuller, Clyde Jones, Joe Justice, Hal Brady, Lou Bethea, Soc Soldati.
June Lincerfelt, Head Coach Jack McDowall, and Line Coach Alex Waite.
I>wl probabh the mosl brilliant ol the vic-
tories attained, was that <>l Ohio \\ eslevan. 2(>-
\'A, contpierors nl the Tars a year ago. Tin'
visiting Battling Bishops were outscored 19-13,
the final count only hears testament to one ol
the most ilinning games ever staged in Central
'Vu were the spectators viewing thisFlorida. Few n
encounter w ho did not realize
Tars fought that night
lOW icrcelv the
I )l I II I) \l (.11 I K I -i
Rollins 18. Stetson (I
\n upset season was forecasted by many as
early as the Tars' first game, lor they defeated
the supposedly mighty Stetson, victors of the
I Diversity of Florida the previous week. Brady
Cowell's athletes never had a chance before the
inspired Tars that night, as the Rollins adherents
pressed I nun the opening whistle. Wes Dennis, guard. Clyde Jones, sophomore back, and
Bill Daugherty, end, were the scoring heroes of the night, with Joe Justice and Ollie Daugh-
erty providing the intermediate offensive thrusts.
Rollins 54, South Georgia State
Suffice it to say that the Tars were really "hot," with Sammy Hardman, sophomore, scor-
ing twice. Joe Justice, junior, Hal Brady and "Snooks" Mclnnis, seniors, June Lingerfell
and Lou Bethea. sophomores, Bill Daugherty, junior, all hitting pay dirt once each.
Oglethorpe 19, Rollins 12
W hether the Tars were let down, or the Stormy Petrels were all steamed for their
Homecoming Game, the McDowall-less clan went down to defeat. Brady and Jones ac-
counted for the Tar tallies that were counted, while two other Rollins scores were nullified
on referees' decisions.
Rollins 7; Havana 6
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Scrimmage at Harper-Shepherd Field
Miami 19. Rollins
The trek to Miami was the adventure of the
year. The encounter with the Hurricanes was
to decide the state championship; but the titlist
aspirations of Rollins were forced to wait at least
another year. Fighting desperately, the Tars
lost a touchdown by inches at the outset of the
game, and then were swamped by the terrific
Miami power.
Rollins 36, Newberry
The Newberry shellacking proved even more
interesting a few weeks later when the Indians
turned on Oglethorpe to defeat them, 20-0. Joe
Justice led the Tar onslaught with three scores,
while Rick Gillespie, senior, Buck Johnson, ju-
nior, and Mclnnis chalked up the other markers.
Rick Gillespie
Dick Turk Carl Thompson Warren Hume Pappy Dauni*
Thk Chovvd Roaks
Rollins 7, University of Havana 6
Using reserves most of the way, the Tars pre-
pared for Ohio Wesleyan in a drab way in eking
out this decision. Tar superiority was not shown
in the final count analysis.
Rollins 19, Ohio Wesleyan 13
After jumping to an early three touchdown
lead in the first half, the Tars desperately battled
the challenge of air-minded Bishops, who put on
the most amazing passing exhibition the Tars
have ever faced. The most spectacular play of
the year accounted for the second score when
Ollie Daugherty broke loose for 25 yards, lat-
eraled to Paul Bouton, who in turn passed to
Lingerfelt, the Tar end romping the remaining
27 yards lor the score. Ollie Daugherty and
Johnson made the other tallies. Rock Brady
Snooks McInnis \\ I - l)l \ \l> B-OB \\\^ ES I \l k ll MICK
Rollins 23, Tampa
The Tampa game found the vaunted Rollins passing attack functioning in fine style. The
score might have been even larger as the Tars were held to one touchdown in the first half and
lost two others on penalties in the second.
Rollins 6, Stetson 6
A rejuvenated Stetson frontier proved almost fatal in the return game with the Hatters, as
Rollins finally knotted the count with but few minutes remaining in the final period. The de-
pendable Ollie Daugherty closed his great gridiron career for Rollins with the plunge that staved
off defeat.
Rollins 27, University of Havana 13
In cementing the f riendly relations existing between the two international institutions, the
Tars augmented the new year with an exhibition of football wizardry as they romped to this
easy triumph. The trip to Havana was one of the most enjoyable experiences of the grid season.
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FRESHMEN FOOTBALL
In filling the gap ol twelve graduating seniors, Coach Jack McDowal] looks Longingly
to a mediocre freshman aggregation lor replacements and future stars in the L939 Rollins
gridiron situation. From a s<|iiad lacking quantity, hut with quality, conic the question
marks ol next fall's results, and if the records of the yearlings arc any criterion, McDowall
should look no farther.
For the I rtish of last fall, coac hed In senior Frank "I'appy" Daunis. in the face ol still
opposition, won two games, tied one and lost one. They opened the season with a 7 6
victory over Stetson's Bah\ Hatters, and then journeyed to Tampa for a scoreless deadlock.
Hie return game with Stetson found the Tarlets in .1 weak defensive mood, .mil the) wenl
down to defeat, 13-0. A post-season game arranged with the Orlando National Guards
found the Tarlets in a scoring mood as they lacked on a 27-0 shellacking on the former
Orlando High School luminaries.
\\ ith a squad of only twelve men, this record speaks for itself.
From tackle to tackle, the Tarlets' line was perhaps the most powerlul in many years.
Towering Ed Neidt and hefty Bob McCorkle mightily held down the tackle berths, being
bulwarks on defense as well as offense. Two Orlando youths, Frank Orundler and Doyle
Darnold, gave prospects of becoming the most promising guards to enter Rollins in some
time, while John Giantonio proved his varsity worth at center. At the ends were Jack
Keller, talented place kicking artist, and Bob Speas, who will be shifted to guard next fall.
In the backfield, Jeff Kennedy performed at the tail back, with Merlin Mitchell and
Bill Middlebrooks at the wing backs. Bob Miller and Abbott Rogers divided the blocking
back duties.
Freshmen Team
Front Ron: Hon Speas, Ed Neidt, Frank Ghi ndler, (.'akl Skdi.mami. Dom.e I)arnoi.!>. Hon Mc-
Corkle, and Jack Keller. Back Ron: Coach Frank Dai ni>. Um.l> Middlerrooks, Jeee
Kennedy, Abbott Rogers, Merlin Mitchell, and Manager Hob McFall.
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CREW
\\ hen hats are being doffed to Rollins sports this year, the old "toppers" must be dusted
for the doffing ceremonies when the case of crew is to be recognized. For Coach U. T.
Bradley and his crew cohorts certainly deserve aristocratic plaudits for their undefeated
season.
Crew at Rollins has taken remarkable strides during its seven-year development. It
started with '"Brad" high-jacking anyone that he could grab at the last moment in order
to put a full Rollins boat on the water against those first season opponents. A year ago,
another innovation occurred when a junior varsity was established. But this season in its
varied history, Rollins crew saw a bunch of "misfits" at the beginning of the season rise to
such heights that they beat out the so-called "varsity", and then go on to break two course
records in intercollegiate competition. We refer to Don Ogilvie's "Gold" Crew, at first
designated by Coach Bradley as the junior varsity.
Ogilvie, who the year before had rowed number six on the junior varsity, was placed at
the stroke position of the junior varsity in order that with his previous experience he might
be able to help the "green" men behind him. It took Ogilvie and his "green" hardies just
two weeks in which to become accustomed to one another, and to pick up that so-called
"plummer spirit". After those two weeks, it was just a case of two excellent crews racing
each other, with the "misfits" showing complete dominance. With the results of their con-
tinual defeats of his first boat, "Brad" made the "misfits" the varsity, and there they re-
mained for the rest of the season.
Ted Reed's boat opened the season with a slow but impressive win over the Asheville
School for Boys. The "Blues" were not extended and coasted to almost a three length
victory. Richmond University's eight was met and swamped under a new course record
time by Ogilvie's "Golds" as they, too, won by over two and a half lengths.
Williams, one of the stronger of small northern rowing colleges, was taken into camp
by Reed's eight in another three length victory. Once again the Reed boat was not pushed,
only at the finish did they put on the power.
In concluding their undefeated season, both eights met American International and
Washington and Lee in a doubleheader meet. The "Blues" conquered a fighting Generals
Gold Crew
Left to Right: Stroke Don Ocilvie; Wes Hausman, No. 7; Bob McCorkle, No. 6; John Gian-
tonio. No. 5; Major Harmon, No. 4; Don Bradley, No. 3; Carrow Tolson, No. 2; and Chip
Chisholm, bow. Sitting: Coach U. T. Bradley and "Pinto" Gentil, cox.
outfit by almost two lengths, while the "Golds" under Ogilvie turned hack the strong
Springfield (Mass.) eight hy the same margin and established another new time mark.
The northern trip was abandoned this year in order to buy new shells and make neces-
sary repairs to the docks, crew house and to buy more equipment. With the steady influx
of crew interest at Rollins, Coach Bradley is now pressed for equipment. This is an inter-
esting situation, but one that warrants cooperation from all when such a worthwhile and
clean sport is concerned. Next year, Rollins crews will make their northern trip again, and
will undoubtedly enter the newly organized "Dad Vail" regatta, the smaller colleges" little
Poughkeepsie.
Prospects of another good season next year appear most promising with onl\ one man
from the "Golds", Don Bradley, and three men from the "Blues", Ted Reed, Carl Thomp-
son and Wes Dennis, graduating. Seven of the 19 men are freshmen.
TENNIS
As this goes to press, the Rollins tennis
team has yet to win a match. Despite this
record, the team has showed up well and
with hut one exception has never been out-
classed.
Bob Davis, a sophomore, occupied the
number one post. Bob has a booming over-
head, a sound volleying game, and consis-
tent serve, but his ground strokes fail him
against an opponent who can hit the ball
deep in sustained rallies.
Dick Camp was hampered this season by
illness and inability to get out for practice.
His main strength lies in a flat forehand,
hit in such a manner that it is hard to fore-
see the direction in which it is going, and a
looping backhand.
Bill Bingham played number three man. Bill has a good backhand, a steady, but not
flashy forehand, and relies on placing his shots so as to force his opponent to err. This
marks his third year on the team.
Joe Hanna, a letterman last year, was the most improved player on the team. His hard
forehand was clicking the lines and his weak backhand was much more accurate, while his
overhead was good. His trouble was that he lacked change of pace. Joe played four.
Captain Jack Hall banged over a lot of lefthanded forehand drives for winners and his
backhand was sure, but lack of stamina in the final set lost him several close matches.
Davis-Camp and Bingham-Hanna formed the doubles combinations.
The Tars tied the second string forces of ihe Orlando Tennis Club, 3-3, in their opening
match, Bingham winning in singles with the Camp-Hanna, Bingham-Fetner doubles teams
also winning.
Southern whitewashed the Tar Netters, 6-0. Elon won, 6-1, Camp winning the number
one singles. Against Clemson, Bingham won and Hanna, Hall and Bingham-Hanna forced
matches to three sets, but the score ended 6-1. Mercer was the best team the Tars faced.
They won, 6-0.
The Tars came close to the winning column against Stetson, but dropped a 4-3 decision
in DeLand. Bob Davis and Bingham won in singles and Davis-Camp won in doubles.
Camp and Hall each lost three setters. Rollins has a return match with Stetson on the home
courts and expects to reverse the score. A trip to Cuba to play the U. of Havana is still
hanging fire.
Swinc High
FENCING
The season of 1938-1939 saw the most
powerful fencing aggregation ever to rep-
resent Rollins pile up an almost perfect rec-
ord against opponents from the North and
South. \s has heen the case in the past,
the Tar swordsmen continued their unde-
feated status against southern rivals, and
then went on to chalk up a remarkable rec-
ord againsl northern opposition. Brown,
M. [. T.. Boston I niversity, Middlehury,
Princeton and Harvard, rated as having the
strongest foil team in the country and a
sabre and epee team second only to Navy,
all fell before the Tars.
\\ ith a schedule of 14 matches, Rollins
was beaten only by Army and Navy, the
latter this year making a clean sweep of the
Intercollegiates. In the Harvard meet, which was probably the highlight ol the entire
northern trip, the Cetrulo-Schriner-Manny Ehrlich (oil combination look eight out of nine
bouts in that weapon, and gave Rollins such a lead that the Cambridge swordsmen never
caught up.
It is fitting that Captain Dante Cetrulo's last year for the Tars should be his most suc-
cessful, thus concluding four brilliant years as number one man in Rollins fencing. His
loss will be a great one. Behind him, though, will be a strong nucleus for succeeding years.
Close to Cetrulo in record performances over the past year is Manny Khrlieh, whose accom-
plishments were almost as impressive as Cetrulo's. Jack Hagenbuch, who unfortunately
was unable to make the northern trip this past winter, will be available for one more year,
while Dejay Schriner, a new comer, who held the national interscholastic foil title for 1938,
rounds out the list of experienced men. George Ehrlich, Don Kiddle, and \\ arren Siddall,
while lacking the experience and training of the other men. ha\e won sufficient victories to
earn their place on the team.
Season Record
Rollins Opponents Rollins Oppon ents Rollins Opponents
13 Miami 2 IWs Georgia Tech 5% 9 M. I. T. 8
12 Georgia Tech 5 8 Navy 19 15 Princeton 12
1 \ Atlanta Fencers Club 3 9 Army 18 14 Harvard 13
7 Riverside Academy 2 12 Boston University 5 12 Brow n 5
15 Royal British Marines 4 7 Middlehury 2
Fencing Team
Left to Right: Matt Ely, Assistant Manager; Manny Ehrlich, Jack Hagenbuch, Don Riddle,
Dejay Schriner, Cart. Don Cetrulo, George Ehrlich, and Manager Orville Fennell.
BASE
Pep Talk
The crack of bats and the smack of
ball meeting glove out at Harper-Shep-
herd Field early this Spring signalled the
return of Jack McDowall and his Florida
state champion Rollins Tars outfit to the
baseball wars and the defense of their
high laurels. Another brilliant season
seemed in store for a veteran aggregation
left over from last season's championship
outfit, which copped 21 out of its 23 con-
tests.
After a shaky start, during which
they lost their opening two-game series
with the University of Georgia, the Tars
settled down to some spectacular play by winning seven straight as this story went to press.
The double reverse at the hands of the Georgians was undoubtedly due to a lack of prac-
tice games which would have placed them on the same experience level with their rivals.
Georgia, on the other hand, was witnessing one of their best nines in years.
At the beginning of the season, McDowall said of his current outfit, "if we were playing
in the Florida State League, we would win the championship in a walk with the addition oi
another pitcher or two." His statements were confirmed in part as the Tars proceeded to whip
Orlando and Sanford of that league with monotonous regularity.
The only outward weakness in the 1939 edition of Rollins baseball was in the hurling
department, which lacked quantity rather than quality. Bill Daugherty and Joe Rembock,
Baseball Team
Left to Right: Jack McDowall, Ernest Bryson, Joe Justice, June Lincerfelt, Clyde Jones,
"Snooks" McInnis, Bill Daugherty, Carl Sedlmayr, Bob McFall. Joe Rembock, Jack
Justice, Manny Brankert, Rick Gillespie, Sam Hardman, Emmett Gauldinc, John Green.
BALL
right-handers lefl from a year ago, and
Ollie Barker, also horn the starboard
side, a new comer, represented the mound
corps with plenty ol /est. But with double-
headers and long series ol games schedul-
ed ahead of them, the moundsmen were
awaiting an anxious and busy season.
Behind the plate, stocky Manny Bran-
kert, an outfielder a year ago, took out
the spangles of the cagy Don Murray,
who graduated, in fine fashion. June "I've Got It"
Lingerfelt, at first, provided the most
copy for the press as he stepped into the
difficult slot left by Ed Levy's turning
professional three years ago. and filled thai position expertl) for the firsl time since lank)
Ed's departure. The veteran keystone combine of Joe Justice at second and Kick Gillespie
at short remained intact, and at the beginning of the season were continuing their outstand-
ing ball that has stamped them one of the best keystone combinations in collegiate baseball.
Emmett Gaulding, Winter Park lad, plugged the vacated hot corner post in fine style.
The outer pastures, as has been the case in the past, was strong offensively as well as
defensively. Jack Justice, "Snooks" Mclnnis and fleet Sammy Hardman, veterans, and
Clyde Jones provided speed, spark offensive and defensive power de luxe.
Out At First
Under the Basket
BASKETBALL
The basketball picture for 1938-
1939, the season of its re-introduction at
Rollins, is like that of any pioneering
enterprise, one of heartaches and hard-
ships. Jack McDowall, Rollins' one and
only athletic director, took another step
in his slow but sure strides to place Rol-
lins on a sports par with other small col-
legiate institutions and this year renewed
basketball as an intercollegiate sport.
Without any fanfare and with little prac-
tice, our pioneering court Tars stepped
into the Florida basketball circuit and
were promptly pinned to the floor.
But even with such a discouraging
inaugural season as last winter's Rollins
sports followers can't help but find some encouraging notes. The Tars stepped into the
court picture with but a week's practice, and the further handicap of being forced to play
their games and hold their practices after an afternoon of football drill—for winter football
training period was being scheduled during the same time as the basketball season.
Basketball this year was a last-minute decision. There was no preparation in the
schedule, nor was there any pre-season practice to speak of. Next year will be different.
The entire team of 11 members will return, backed, also, by a strong freshmen group. High
scoring Joe Justice will be aided in the offense department by Leonard "Tiny" Phillips, six-
foot-seven-inch center, who has returned to college after a year's absence. June Lingerfelt
and Clyde Jones, juniors next year, Bill Daugherty, Buck Johnson, highly efficient guard,
are varsity left-overs. Joe Rembock, Manny Brankert, Dick Rodda and others will round
out a well-balanced squad, which, with its first season as experience value and a definite train-
ing period to aid them further, ought to rank high in next year's Florida basketball circles.
Basketball Team
Front Row: Playinc Coach, "Snooks" McInnis, Joe Rembock, June Lingerfelt and Manny
Brankert. Hark Row: Dick Rodda, Bill Daugherty, Buck Johnson, Clyde Jones, (Joe
Justice missing)
.
GOLF
( >nce aga in he pellel chasers nl Ta r-
dom were < 11 the walk this |>a-t year inter-
collegiately, after a lapse of two seasons
in goll competition. This year one ol
the strongest schedules ever attempted
was set up for the golfers, a list oi oppo-
nents that included all Florida stale insti-
tutions and man) other southern colleges
and some touring northern ones. \\ ith
a veteran foursome combination ready to
tee-off for the Tars, prospects towards a
successful season in golf's renewal here
seemed most likel)
.
The PitchSeniors Dick Turk and Bill Scheu rep-
resented the most experience, but soph-
omore Jack Budreau stepped into the number one post at the outset. Jim Coates was the
fourth member of the quartet.
Most of the contests were home scheduled, while short tours were listed throughout the
state.
Substitutes on the golf team included June Lingerfelt, Babe Casparis, Morrie Casparis
and Manny Brankert.
Budreau was undefeated in early competition, but the inexperience of the rest of the
players was responsible for the Tars losing their opening contests. With more practice
and competition, however, future results were expected to be more satisfactory.
Prospects for a winning combination next year appear most promising with talented
freshmen of this year stepping to the fore.
Golf Team
Left to Right: Jack Budreau, Dick Tuuk, Bill Scheu, Jim Coates,
PHYSICAL
wEBEM
Canoe Race
The annual in-
tramural athletic
hysteria for the
coveted but finan-
cially worthless
Gary Cup opened
up again last fall
and the mesmer-
ism and enthusias-
tic competition
continued through-
ONE OF THE UNFORTU
AMERICAN LIFE HAS BEEN
VARSITY SPORTS HAVE NOT
THE DEVELOPMENT OF
OF MAN. THROUGH intram
STUDENT HAS THE OPPOR
ROLLINS HAS PROMOTED
WIDER EXPERIENCE IN SPO
out the year with
Theta Kappa Nu, two times champions, vir-
tually assuring themselves permanent pos-
session of the trophy by early Spring, hold-
ing a likely lead over their close rivals, Phi Delta Theta and Kappa Alpha.
Although T. K. N. seemed sure to cop the championship for the third straight season,
their supremacy was not as dominating as in previous years. All rivals seemed strength-
ened in each of the sports with the trophies being sprinkled among all the fraternities. If
intramural competition was solely concerned, it would have been a four and even five-team
race until the very last event. But with the added points given men in varsity sports, Theta
Kappa Nu seemed destined for the championship.
The Gary Cup competition opened last fall with the annual touch football champion-
ship. Phi Delta Theta, undefeated and unscored upon the previous year, were sorely pressed
in their quest of the football trophy for the second year running. Their undefeated status,
although seriously threatened, remained unmolested, however. Sigma Nu replaced Kappa
Alpha in the runner-up honors, and extended the Phi Delts in their two meetings. Although
the champions kept their rivals scoreless, they were held offensively to 3-0, and 6-0 scores.
Theta Kappa Nu finished third with K. A. and X Club bringing up the rear.
The championship Phi Delt team was sparked offensively by a fast backfield that
included Don Cetrulo, Wendy Davis, Bob Kurvin, Morrie Casparis and Bob Davis, and a
strong defensive line composed of Ray Hickok, Babe Casparis, Jack Makemson and George
Clarke.
Ray Gets His Man
EDUCATION
NATE PREDICAMENTS IN
THAT PROFESSIONAL AND
CONTRIBUTED WIDELY TO
THE TOTAL PERSONALITY
ural sports, IN WHICH EVERY
TUNITY TO PLAY THE GAME,
\ { NIQUE REMEDY AND A
RTS AND SPORTSMANSHIP.
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The I a Kappa
Nu made their first
strong hid lor re-
tention o I I lif i r
Gary Cup in the
cross-country run
held at the end ol
the fall term. With
Bud Albert, Rick
Gillespie, Ollie
Daugherty, Clyde
Jones and Joe Jus-
tice as its entries, its strong team finished
well up in the money to take first prize for
the third year running. Alhert was nipped
at the tape by a sterling and thrilling finish on the part of X Club s Malt Ely. Sigma Nu's
Rob Haggerty was third. The race between Albert and Ely was probably the most exciting
in recent years' running of the taxing event.
Golf competition, which opened at the close of the fall term and continued into the be-
ginning of the winter term, was another close affair, with Phi Delta Theta winning the team
score for the second year in a row. The quartet of Pat Patterson, Babe Casparis, George
Clarke and Bob Kurvin was the winning combination, while an Independent foursome, led
by Jack Keller, was second. Jack Budreau,
representing Sigma Nu at the time, won the
final championship, defeating Keller in the
finals.
Intramural basketball and tennis opened
the winter term's activities. Defending
champions Theta Kappa Nu and Phi Delta
Theta, respectively, were forewarned by
their rivals of keen competition. T. K. N.
went on to win their third straight court title
after an undefeated season, while Kappa
Alpha finished second for the second year
in a row. K. A.s eked out two one-point
wins over the Phi Delts to gain their second
place standing.
With the newly organized varsity bas-
ketball team in operation, the intramur.il
court league was perhaps the most inter-
esting in the standpoint of close play in
years. Theta Kappa Nu, who in previous
years were blessed with oustanding mate-
rial, proved themselves strong in reserves
this year, and outlasted their opponents in
the majority of games. Their well-balanced
five included Wes Dennis and Rick Gilles-
pie, guards; Ollie Daugherty, center; and
Carrow Tolson and Carl Thompson, for-
wards. A second team, almost as capable
as their first five, was the deciding factor.
In retrospect, it might be said that never
before has the intramural basketball league
seen such close competition in the games.
In renewing varsity basketball, the athletic
The Cox Never Wins
department opened up a new sport for those men who previously were unable to play be-
cause the league was too fast.
As if the distribution of trophies was not enough, the Independents walked off with the
tennis trophy, as '"Red" Green and "Pinto" Gentil won enough points in singles and double
combines to take the team prize. Green and Gentil won the doubles, Bill Fetner, Sigma
Nu, was crowned champion in singles. Sigma Nu was runner-up in the team championship,
while favored Phi Delta Theta dropped out of the picture.
Crew, which annually is becoming more popular in intramural as well as varsity compe-
tition, staged another exciting race this year, with X Club beating the defending champion,
Phi Delta Theta, for the trophy. The Clubbers, given little recognition in pre-season rat-
ings, pulled the intramural surprise of the year in winning the cup after an undefeated
season. Their boat, stroked by the powerful Bob McCorkle, was comprised of Bill Daugh-
erty at number three, Jack Harris, number two, and Bruce Edmands, bow. They were
coxed by Wilson Whitehead.
Spectacular victories over the Phi Delts and T. K. N. gave the Clubbers the champion-
ship. Whereas a year ago when the Club beat the Phi Delts in the championship run, but
were defeated in a race-off for a first place tie, this season McCorkle's crew took no chances
by keeping their slate clean. Theta Kappa Nu and Phi Delta Theta finished in a tie for
second place, T. K. N. losing to the Independents and the Club, Phi Delts going down before
the Club and T. K. N. Many promising oarsmen were uncovered in this year's intramural
races, and later proved of great value for
Coach U. T. Bradley's varsities. The Phi
Delts graduated John Giantonio, who started
late in the intramurals, Clax Kraus and Wes
Hausman, stroke Ray Hickok having al-
ready earned his letter. X Club sent stroke
McCorkle and cox Whitehead up to the var-
sity. Don Bradley, K. A., Major Harmon,
Independent, Hil Hagnauer, Sigma Nu,
Carrow Tolson, Chip Chisholm, T. K. N.,
and cox "Pinto" Gentil, Independent, all
proved themselves varsity material.
Kappa Alpha, with big "Tiny" Phillips
doing most of the spiking once again, re-
tained their volley ball championship for
another year after an undefeated season.
Possessing the tallest team in the league,
On the Green
the K. A.'s used their height to great advan-
Wendy Shoots One—and Misses
tage and won without much difficulty. Theta Kappa Nu was second. K. A.s forces
included Frank Daunis, Warren Hume, Lou Bills and Boh and Dick Belden, Buck John-
son, and Phillips.
As this story went to press, the first half of the diamond hall season was underway. Al-
though pre-season dope is not quite satisfactory, it appeared that Theta Kappa Nu would
go on to their third straight season at the helm of the soft hall title. Kappa Alpha and
Phi Delta Theta were given outside chances of hreaking up the winning comhination, hut
the veteran aggregation of last year's champions plus new power seemed ready for another
winning season.
1939 Football Champions
PHYSICAL EDUCA
Participation, competition and remedial work have been the keynotes of the physical
education program this year at Rollins. All of those physically able, which includes ninety
percent of the women students, have been enrolled in classes and about three fourths have
been drawn into the intramural competition. Classes in correctives, Moo Moo, which is
the milk club for the underweights, and a new medical rating system have safeguarded the
health of the women students.
The "R" Club, student honorary organization which regulates intramural competition,
has guided for the past four years the keen competition among the sororities and indepen-
dent group. To be eligible for this organization a girl must make three honorary varsity
teams consisting of a combination of team and individual sports. If a girl makes six hon-
orary varsities she receives a blue blazer and when she makes nine, she gets a Rollins em-
blem to wear on the blazer. Those in the "R" Club this year are Carl Good, Lois Johnson,
Toy Skinner, Lora Ladd, Jarry Smith, Marilyn Tubbs Smith, Marcia Stoddard, Ann Whyte
and Priscilla Smith, Chairman.
The Intramural Board, composed of Miss Marjorie Weber, Director of Physical Edu-
cation, Miss Arax Ehramjian, new physical education teacher this year, one representative
from each of the sororities and the Independent group representative, directly governs the
intramural competition. All disputes are settled here and if necessary are taken to the
"R" Club. The competition increases the interest and participation in physical education,
especially since the Lander trophy, a large cup, is awarded each year to the sorority or
group making the highest number of points.
The Intramural point system is similar to that of the men in that in most instances
fifteen points are given for entrance and five points for each round won. The winning team
makes the championship score of fifty points. In cases where there is no intramural com-
petition such as Crew and Hockey the women placing on the honorary varsity teams receive
ten points for their group. Since this is the fourth year of intramural activities the "R"
Club believes that they now have the point system worked out to the best advantage.
The increasingly popular sport of Crew succeeded in having four class periods a week
instead of two, to accommodate the many girls who are interested. The races among the
Crew in the classes found the "Prof's Pride", which they modestly named themselves, the
"R" Club
Left to Right: Lois Johnson, Marcia Stoddard. Arax Ehramjian, Priscilla Smith, Jarry Smith,
Jeff Weber, Frances Daniel, Anne Whyte, Lorie Ladd, Toy Skinner, Marilyn Tubbs Smith.
TION FOR WOMEN
victors. The honorary Crew varsity for
the year consists of Jam Smith, captain,
Lois Johnson. Elizabeth Winton. To)
Skinner and Elizabeth knovvlton. cox.
The Basketball Tournament came to
the front in the I a II with some exciting
games which the Kappa Alpha Thetas
won. Those whose names were read on
Honor's Day for the Basketball varsit)
were Marilyn Tuhhs Smith. Irene Kieger,
Priscilla Smith, Lora Ladd, Gloria Young
and Eloise Arnold.
Every fall a tennis tournament is held
to find new talent. This crop of Fresh-
men had Gloria Young, Irene Rieger, and
Barbara Drew. However, Barbara Bry-
ant won the tournament for the second
consecutive year. The intramural Golf
and Tennis tournaments have not been
played yet but close competition is ex-
pected.
The co-eds take to riding. This sport is offered for credit throughout the year at the
Orlando Country Club Stables under the direction of Mrs. A. S. Wheeler. During the win-
ter term an Equitation Lecture Course is taught in conjunction with the field classes. If a
student successfully passes the course, a certificate to teach Equitation is awarded. Ivol-
lins is the only college which offers such an opportunity. This fall there was a "Gymkana"
Miss Weber
Tui skiwi i;
Girls' Fencing Team
Lois Johnson Mahtha Frost Gloria Young
Fleet Demonstrates the Crawl
at the Country Club in which all the sororities and the independent group participated.
Barbara Babb, Joan Kellogg-Smith and Gloria Young showed the onlookers what real horse-
manship means. Later on in the spring there will be another "Gymkana" for the intra-
mural plaque which the Independents hold from last year.
With winter term and cool weather, Miss Ehramjian pulled the Hockey sticks and shin
guards out of the mothballs. The team easily defeated Stetson on March 4th.
Pris Receives the Serve
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Boots and Saddles Suspense
Rollins offers three types of dancing—Tap, Modern, and English Folk Dancing. Tap
dancing is under the direction of Irene Hoenig who has studied extensively. Modern
dancing consists of rhythmic and interpretive body movements. This improves the grace
of the body in every day actions. The class in English Folk Dancing under Mrs. Rae per-
forms frequently in Orlando and Winter Park.
In addition to the sports mentioned, Spring term competition includes swimming, vol-
ley ball, fencing and archery.
Hockey Practice
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Si \ \\ iihmiii'i us
The new medieal rating this year rates the students according to their physical con-
dition and ability to participate. A girl who is unable to take physical education classes
is also unable to participate in competition. Upon recommedation of the college physician
girls join Moo Moo club which meets twice a day on Beanery porch and chats over milk and
crackers. This was an innovation of Miss Weber's and has proved its value in that the
majority of the underweight girls gain from one to ten pounds per person a year.
Last year Rollins went to Stetson for Play Day. On March 4th Stetson came here
Swinging Rackets Hi-Yo! Silver
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RoBiNiiooi) Co-Eds
to compete in riding, basketball, archery, hockey, tennis, golf, and fencing. Last year
we were v ictorious in all but tennis. This year Rollins won every event.
Our demand for play days with other schools is evidenced by the I'acl that we hope to
go to Tallahassee in April to compete with the Florida State College lor Women and all
the other colleges in Florida. Webber College in Babson Park has challenged our Golf
team for a match some Saturday soon.
A fine spirit of co-operation, enthusiasm, sportsmanship and fair play are seen as the
results of the Physical Education Activities.
Putting Phactice Full Gainer
ROMANCE OF
Sept. 25, 1938,
"Largest Senior
"Larg-
September 25th
class leaves Rol-
lins", headlines
the Sandspur.
Oct. 5
est Frosh Class
enters Rollins,"
headlines the
Sandspur. No sim-
ilarity noted.
Oct. 8. Freshman -Sophomore Tussle
over a mattress. No one wins, but it is
doubtful whether the fought-over mattress will ever be used again. Tars smother Georgia,
54-0, in a football game that was more like a track meet.
Oct. 5. Freshman bonfire burned. But not by Freshmen. Phi Delt, Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Nu, Theta Kappa Nu, and X Club are all suspicious of Phi Delt, Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Nu, Theta Kappa Nu and X Club.
Oct. 6. Freshman bonfire replenished and officially fired. Some mighty fantastic pa-
jamas appeared in the snake dance that slithered through the town, way up to Johns, from
whence a few slithered back to the dorms.
Oct. 14. Dean Enyart dunked into beautif ul Lake Virginia. His comment not recorded
for posterity. That evening Oglethorpe skunked Rollins to the tune of 19-12. The curse
of the Enyarts has spoken.
Oct. 16. Ninety-two Frosh and upper classmen pledge sororities and fraternities. Ev-
eryone breathes a sigh of relief, and becomes himself again.
Oct. 17. Rat Court in session and Head Man Camp dishes out Rat poison. Strangely
enough, the upper classmen seem to have a better time than the rats. Can you beat it?
Oct. 22. X Club gives an all-college dance at Dubsdread.
Oct. 23. X Club decides it was the best dance of the year.
Oct. 26. Bill Scheu elected Student Body Chairman in close run with Hume. Phi Delfs
Makemson resigns with a sigh of relief.
WHAT JOYS FROM THESE
THE TREASURY OF MEIV.
BE GRATEFUL THAT ROI
THE EFFERVESCENT JOYS
WITH THE SERIOUS GENERA
POWER.
I' iti -II mi \ I" I ; ;
]
Freshmen Ballet Dance
- l.V,
THE YEAR
YEARS HAVE GONE INTO
ORY. WE SHALL MAY AYS
LINS DOES NOT CONSIDER
OF YOUTH AS INCONSISTENT
TION OF KNOWLEDGE INTO
Oct. 29. Rollins
team blown to l>iis
by Hurricanes.
Tars demolished
l>\ the score ol
19-0. On return
home, two Kollege
Juni 5th
Kiddies Kill
Kows, and Tomo-
kan Editor Cetrulo
is mighty silent.
Nov. 4. First Student Union rally, and
Mort kills them again with his Madam-Gol-
farb-Bathtub-Strip-Tease number. You see—History does repeal!
Nov. 2. George Fuller and Dick Kelly present a new Variety Hour over radio which
everyone pronounces superb. Masters Fuller and Kelly blush, bow. and agree.
Nov. 5. Rollins scalps Newberry Indians 36-0. McDowall smiles laconically.
Nov. 7. Moon goes into eclipse. Protest from Woo Island.
Nov. 11. Armistice Day convocation. Prexy dedicates Peace Memorial. Mori- com-
ment about the awe-inspiring spelling than about the awe-inspiring monument.
Nov. 11. Football game with Havana scheduled. Rain! Football game with Havana
Postponed. College adjourns to Big Johns. Any port in a storm, you know.
Nov. 12. Football game with Havana resumed. You've heard dial phrase. "Latins are
Lousy Lovers"? You should see their football. An easy victory for the Tars.
Nov. 15. Jane Russell has sore throat and the campus is as silent as church.
Nov. 18. Homecoming Football game with Ohio Wesleyan. Rollins 19, 0. W. L3, and
Verges burns his hand in the field display. A most entertaining evening.
Nov. 18. Rollins Alumna Cathie Baily opens on Broadway in a play called "Where Do
We Go From Here?" "To the storehouse," suggest the critics. Better luck next time, Cathie.
Nov. 22. At Annie Russell theater, a film shown about snakes and reptiles. Also a
speaker from Stetson.
Hell \\ i i k Twilight on Lake Virginia
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Apple Polishing
Omega,
Beanery Call
Nov. 23. Annual Thanksgiving dinner,
complete with turkey, cranberry sauce,
pumpkin, mince pie and bicarbonate of soda.
Nov. 24. Thanksgiving Holiday and
200 Rollins Students collapse.
Nov. 29. It is alleged someone had a
conference. However no proof offered.
Dec. 2. Rollins plays Stetson. After a
knotty struggle, the teams tie it up 6-6.
Dec. 3. Gymkana at the Orlando Coun-
try Club and Gussie and Lillian and Babs
Babbs certainly make the horses look nice.
Dec. 6. Seven Rollins students listed in
Who's Who. Seven orders for seventy vol-
umes of Who's Who sent off.
a new social fraternity for men, admitted to Rollins byDec. 7. Sigma Phi
faculty.
Dec. 7. An all college convocation for solemn protest of Nazism. A program consist-
ing of Hell and thumbs down instead of a program of Heil and arms out.
Dec. 9. "'The Night of January 16th" presented by Rollins players, in which Deedee
Hoenig is tried for murder. Should have been the trial of Vicky Morgan for theft. An
Rules Are Not Made To Be Broken, Annie!
Mrs. Lester
open-and-shut case of stealing the show.
Miss Hoenig found guilty by a jury of men.
Dec. 10. Miss Hoenig found innocent
by a jury of women. This recorder's faith
in human nature severely shaken.
Dec. 13. Central Florida's symphony
orchestra gives its all and was puhlenty
good.
Dec. 15. Annual Rollins Christmas
feast. No comment. First of the new Rol-
lins Flamingos hatch and the mag is read
for the first time in its history.
Dec. 16. Freshman all-college dance.
After the ball was over the term papers were
written.
Dec. 17. Term ends. Freshmen admit they gave the best dance of the year. Rollins a
mad dash of hurried packing, rushing, bumping, jouncing, flapping, catching trains and to
hell with report cards.
Jan. 4. Term begins.
Jan. 8. 400 students return to school, with bags in their hands and under their eyes.
M vko i iii Edj roR's Jen
Prexy's Peace Monument
Rats Parade Downtown
200 New Year's Resolutions have been
made promising never never again to mix
champagne, brandy, and Scotch. Never!
Jan. 8. Dean Charles A. Campbell of
the Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins
passes on.
Jan. 9. Adult education enthusiasts
swarm to hear dear Doctor Chalmers give
the lowdown on Austria in his own in-
imitable fashion. Later to hear Doctor
Newman slam and salaam to the Broad-
way productions. No. She didn't under-
stand "Here Comes the Clowns", either.
Jan. 11. Lightnin strikes Rollins,
starring that dean of the American stage,
Fred Stone. Very much present was Car-
oline Sandlin who can act the pantaloons
off any ten gals we know. Six perform-
ances to six full houses.
Jan. 14. Fred Stone Pledges Kappa Alpha.
Jan. 20. The Annie Russell players present "Barchester Toivers" with Julie Trow-
bridge and Henry Stryker dripping with epigrams.
Jan. 24. All-college movie. Dick Powell in "The Singing Marine", which may account
for the full infirmary.
Jan. 25. Congregational Church releases a $31,000 mortgage held on campus. College
now free of debts. Well, almost. That evening the Rollins radio program presents Pro-
fessor Quiz, and people were asked more questions about more things we'll never learn to
care about.
Jan. 28. Tony Sarg's marionette in Treasure Island came to see Rollins. And Rollins
came to see Tony Sarg's marionettes in Treasure Island. And that was that!
Feb. 3. Lotte Goslar, mimes, dances in the Annie Russell theatre, to the rhythm of
shocked whispers of puerile Winter Park audiences.
Feb. 8. Dr. Holt refused a stone for his famous Walk of Fame by the Quints. Horrid
babies anyway.
Feb 8. Honors day with the same people named in nearly each award. We are wait-
ing for the day when the same person is mentioned in all the horse show events and honor
rolls, presented with a letter, an athletic cup, several blue ribbons from Marge Weber,
elected to the Phi society, Libra and O. D. K. That will be something.
Feb. 10. Fred Stone takes his troupe, including Vicky Morgan and Caroline Sandlin,
on a Floridian tour. Such a crowded bus load that no books, which would only take up
room, were taken.
Feb. 15. Annual Frosh show, the best seen in years. Whitehead and Felder scream-
ingly funny, while Miss Frost shows she
knows how to convey innuendos with a
simple dance routine.
Feb. 18. Kappa Alpha Theta gives an
all-college Black and White dance.
Twelve girls appear in Black or white at
the riotously colorful ball.
Feb. 19. The K. A. T.'s admit they
gave the best dance of the year.
Feb. 20-27. Founders' Week begins
and Rollins swarms with people. Rollins
Variety Program offers symphony. The
annual Animated Magazine published
before 8,000 visitors and Nine Rollins
students. Editor Holt presents articles,
outstanding of which were by Louise
Homer and Elvira Garner. Convocation
next day with more tourists, and Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings decorated.
East Meets West
"Valiant Is the Word"
Feb. 28. Bach Festival—where old sable wraps come home to die. Every music lover and
dowager in Florida present. Music superb as usual.
March 4. Sigma Nu gives an all-college dance.
March 5. Sigma Nu declares it gave the best dance of the year.
March 7. A Gay Nineties Party in Rec hall that the students didn't seem to attend.
March 11, 12. Noel Coward's "Tonight at 8:30" which was luke warm despite the gor-
geous comedy of Clara Butler and Marjorie Merrill.
March 12. Kappa Alpha gives a Hard Times party and Don Ogilvie receives engraved
tin can for being most Disreputably Dressed Ffussie. Woo!
March 16. Term papers and cramming begin.
March 17. End of term. Spring vacation begins and students bounce here and there
deliriously. New Year's Resolutions smashed by the gross.
March 24. Term begins again and most people make an effort to be back. But it's so
hard.
March 28. Crew races with the University of Richmond. Who won? Don't be silly.
We did, of course. Varsity and Varsity, Jr., have had a slight switch, with Varsity, Jr., now
acting as Varsity. Confusing? Worse than that, says Ted Reed, who doesn't care for the
arrangement.
March 30. The Gypsy Fiesta with sideshowswarblingwaitersRollo-RollinsPopIceCream
StyleShowsConcertsFireDivingDustHeatNoisenoisenoise. Six hundred or more dollars net.
But we're too tired to really care.
March 31, April 1. Annie Russell players romp through Fresh Fields, their lasl produc-
tion of the year. Mr. Darling, Mrs. Trowbridge, not to mention thai vocal-acrobat, Jane
Russell, being the ones we'll never quite get over.
April 1. Winter Park astounded by the Communistic notices and pamphlets distributed
all over the town and campus. Dowagers fear the revolution has come at last. Prexy be-
wildered. Federal agents brouse around grim mouthed and determined. \ hell of an
uproar. April Fool, everyone.
Frosh Versus Sophs Kappa Kids
"Let This Be a Lesson
Mrs. Strong Gives Us a Dorm
April 2. Rollins crew races with Williams, and Rollins wins. School overrun with
teams from Clemson, St. Pete, J. C, Williams, Mercer, Illinois and Havana. Not a spare
bed to be had. Nor a spare date. Fraternity houses overflowing, and a boy can't call a
shirt his own.
April 5. New Girls' Dormitory given to Rollins by Mrs. Strong. Hundreds
of students gather for ground breaking of new building. Now if some one
would only donate a new library . . .
April 8. And still they come. Washington and Lee, as well as the Inter-
national College crews visit Rollins, the college with Grand Central Station
tendencies.
April 9. Crew season over. Break-Training Teas go on till dawn. All
very gay.
April 13, 14. Howard Bailey presents "Wappin Wharf which is partic-
ularly noticeable because Mort and Rob Rae are so incredibly funny and
Betty Berdahl looks so incredibly sweet.
April 15. Mr. Editor Cetrulo reminds me again that this is overdue so we
close with a few predictions. The Kappas will give a dance which, they'll
tell you, will be the best of the year. Pi Phis will give a dance which, they'll
suggest, was the best of the year. Phi Delt will give a dance which, they'll
insist, was the best of the year.
Charlotte Stout will knock you out of your seat in "Bury the Dead", and
everyone in Prof. Pierce's "Music Master" will talk and act exactly alike.
Two more Flamingoes will come out, with the same authors as ever and the
same stories as ever.
The term will end with the "The Torch Bearers", Baccalaureate Service, Class Day, and
Commencement. Rollins will read the Tomokan and judge it the best so far. (I hope!)
Mrs. Lester will tell the Clover leafillies they're "the nicest gels she's ever had" and the
Sandspur will headline "Largest Senior Class Leaves Rollins". And so it goes.
A Happy Endinc—We Hope
t
No Line-Up

COOPERATION
The Tomokan staff wishes to record its gratitude to the advertisers for
their generous assistance. We realize that the spirit in which they have
aided us has been that of cooperation.
We sincerely thank them and hope that their patronage will be rewarded
with abundant returns.
Don Cetrulo, Editor.
Rick Gillespie, Business Manager.
Ideate a£etu//
HOOVER
CLEANING ENSEMBLE
Kzji^ cdlya lytmbA.
FIVE MILLION HOOVERS HAVE BEEN BOUGHT
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ORLANDO BOTTLING CO.
325 West Gore Ave.
Orlando Florida
Compliments of - - -
ALICE SALON
CLOTHES WITH QUALITY
208 E. Park Ave. \\ inter Park
In Orlando over
Fifty Years
JOSEPH BUMBY
HARDWARE CO.
Hardware
and
Sporting Goods
Full Line of Football and Baseball Equipment
Winter Park Orlando
COLLEGE GARAGE
Nearest to Campus
Catering Especially to Rollins Students
Compliments of - - -
LITTLE GOWN SHOP
FASHIONABLE CLOTHES
785 N. Orange Ave.
Orlando Florida
Compliments of - - -
HAM'S BAR-B-Q
James T. Allenby, Prop.
3008 No. Orange Ave.
Between Orlando and Winter Park
The Clarendon Hotel
Directly on the Ocean
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
Modern — Fireproof
One of the Finest Hotels on the East Coast
BATHING — CONCERTS
Meyer Davis Dance Orchestra
ENTERTAINMENT SELECT CLIENTELE
Laurence A. Slaughter
President
Best Wishes of - - -
LEO FALLS
Rollins Photographer
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Dear Students: CONGRATULATIONS
At tlii*-; time we would like to PYiirpss our
- 1 I lllli ( 1 1 1 1 1 - T T \ I T ' / lull 1 1 1\ I 1 v V .V 1 / i V i " ' \_r I « * to Rollins College on completion of
n*»art-Tplt p i n irpf i a 1 1 mi for vour liatrnn.icrp fifty-five years of stellar educational
activity.
We wish to thank each of you individually.
It has been a pleasure. The
Whether you return next year or five years FLORIDA
from now "the latch string" is always on the
outside for you all.
Good luck !
PUBLIC SERVICE
COMPANY
Sincerely,
has had for fifteen years the pleasure of
serving the college with electricity, gas and
Gene and Mary Anderson water.
OF
It is our sincere hope that we may have
the privilege of continuing to give efficient
ANDERSON'S service as Rollins goes steadily onward intothe future.
Compliments of • - -
SP4RKS' THFATRFS
Operating
Orlando's Best
FLORIDA BANK
AT
GRAND WINTER PARK
Always a Good Show Resources Over $1,000,000
RIALTO
Comfort With Economy
We invite you to make this hank vour per-
sonal Bank. This Bank is a Memher of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation cov-
ROXY ering balances up to $5,000 for each de-positor.
The Best For Less
BABY GRAND
Winter Park
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HARPER'S
RESTAURANT
Compliment's of - - -
"JOHN" EPPERSON CHICKEN
Si L AKs
AND
Across from the Atlantic
.llli A\ I \J\JD
Coast Line Station
Winter Park Florida
539 W. FAIRBANKS
WINTER PARK FLORIDA
MORRIS SHELL RUTLAND'S
OClVlCC kjldLlOIl
Wash—Polish—Wax
One of Florida's Most
Complete Stores for Men
Complete Lubrication
Will ai d Battery
SOCIETY BRAND CLOTHES
FLORSHEIM SHOES
Goodyear Tires and Tubes
WINTER PARK
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
DOBBS HATS
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Compliments of - - - Remember - - -
Serros Fish & Poultry Co. GARY'S PHARMACY
FRESH SEA FOOD Inc.
FRESH DRESSED POULTRY IS STILL THE BEST IN TOWN
117 S. COURT ST. PHONE 5762
Orlando. Florida PHONE 96 FREE DELIVERY
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TOWN AND COUNTRY SHOP-
SMART CLOTHES
Angebilt Hotel Building
PHONE 8781
ORLANDO FLORIDA
Compliments of - - -
THE SCHWOB CO.
MAKERS OF SCHWOBILT CLOTHES
$16.50 to $24.50
114 a. Orange Ave. Orlando, Llorida
THE BOOKERY
The College
Book Store
WINTER PARK Florida
DATSON DAIRIES, Inc.
Producers and Distributors of Safe
Pasteurized Milk. Cream and Buttermilk.
CLOVER LEAF DAIRY FARMS
PLANT 148 S. SOUTH ST. PHONE 6342
Orlando, Florida
FRANCES SLATER
SAN JUAN HOTEL
BUILDING
ORLANDO FLORIDA
You will liave missed Orlando's Greatest
Treat if you liave not dined at
McCormac's Restaurant
ROY McCORMAC
Owner-Manager
ORLANDO FLORIDA
Compliments of - - -
COLONIAL STORE
Where Rollins Meets the Town
GROVER MORGAN
All Your Needs In Jewelry
SOUTHLAND FASHIONS
FIRST AT
DICKSON - IVES
The Woman's Store
ORLANDO FLORIDA
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A cRflFTsmnnsHip
xuut ARTISTRY
Are necessary to the faithful
reproduction of photographs
and drawings. Our organization
is composed of craftsmen
who have gained by "years of
experience the skill and accuracy
required in the making" of
fine engravings . . .
Dixie Eiigraviiig Co.
SflVRnnflH • GEORGIA
EflG R A VERS TO THE LEADinG SCHOOLS RnD COLLEGES
OF THE SOUTH FOR OVER A THIRD OF R CEflTURY
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FRIENDS
Our Alma Mater has given us the glow and tug of greater character and
knowledge upon years of mature awakenings. Down the years provincial
difficulties fade from the picture and friendship abides, and time and
distance cannot still the increasing crescendo of its melody.
1938-1939
ACHENBACH, IRMA 26 West Steele, Orlando. Flu.
\1) VMS, KKRWIN B. . . 1744 Ponce de Leon Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
ALBERT. JOHN E R. F. D. 1, Orangeburg, N. Y.
ANTHONY, ANNE . . .421 S. Bedford Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.
\KMSTRONG. JUNE H Winter Park, Fla.
ARNOLD, F. ELOISE Groveland, Fla.
ATWOOD. WARD L., 1981 Albany Avenue, West Hartford, Conn.
AUFSESSER, MARY J. . . .1002 Madison Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
BABB. BARBARA
. . .910 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.
BAKER. ALDINE L 378 Vitoria Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
BANKS. DAPHNE Z Box 519, Eustis, Fla.
BARBER, FRANCIS F 44 Alexander Ave., Nutley, N. J.
I! VRKER. \I. ()L1\ KK. JH 1312 Lang Street, Orlando, Fla.
BASHFORD, ALYCE E., 700 Alhambra Circle, Coral Gables. Fla.
BEGOLE, HARRIET W. . . 410 E. Ohio Street, Marquette, Mich.
BELDEN, RICHARD P. . . . 475 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
BELDEN, ROBERT 475 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
BERDAHL, BETTY L. . . .231 Bay Street, Daytona Beach, Fla.
BETHEA. LOUIS L Box 394, Leesburg, Fla.
BEYER, MARGUERITE D.
1 Chadbourne Court, West Palm Beach, Fla.
BIDDLE. VIRGINIA M. . .796 Antoinette Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
BIFIELD. ARTHUR H. H. . . .2226 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
BIGELOW. FAY C. . . Turnbull Castle, New Smyrna Beach, Fla.
BILLS, LOUIS B Geneva, Fla.
BINGHAM, WILLIAM H. . 160 Glenridge Way, Winter Park, Fla.
BOLAND. EVELYN M 863 Front St., Binghamton, N. Y.
BOORHEM. SHELBY M., 115 Puritan Ave., Highland Park, Mich.
BOUTON, PAUL, JR 516 Crawford Drive, Lakeland, Fla.
BRADLEY, DONALD W 41 Grove Street, Putnam, Conn.
BRADY, HAROLD L. . . . 1708 West Main Street. Leesburg, Fla.
BRANDON, ALBERT T., Ridge Avenue, New Cumberland, W. Va.
BRANKERT, EARL F Box 103, Oakland. Fla.
BRANTMAN. JEANNE E., 227 West Beach St.. Long Beach. N. Y.
BRENNAN, ARLENE E., 163 East Rock Road, New Haven, Conn.
BROCK, BARBARA D..
411 Rawlings Street, Washington Court House, Ohio
BROMLEY. DOROTHY V.,
2963 Claremont Road, Shaker Heights, Cleveland, Ohio
BROWN. HARRIET F. ... 38 Avon Street, New Haven, Conn.
BRYANT, BARBARA A. . . 4808 Kimbark Avenue. Chicago, 111.
BRYN, DOROTHY M., 197-14 Carpenter Avenue, Hollis, L. I., N. Y.
BRYSON, ERNEST A., JR. . . 55 Ashland Ave., Asheville, N. C.
BUCKWALTER, JOHN H.. Ill,
2325 North Sixth Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
BUDREAU. JOHN M. . . . 2909 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Ga.
CALLAWAY, OLIVE \L.
4411 North Stowell Ave., Shorewood, Wis.
C \\IP, RICHARD C 56 Hughes Avenue, Rye, N. Y.
CAMPBELL, JACQUELINE L,
1584 Ellno-Willo Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
CAREY. MARY E.,
2530 W. Lake of the Isles Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn.
CARH VRT, J. DAVID,
929 N. Peninsula Drive. Daytona Beach. Fla.
CARLESON, CHORAL L, 1408 Military Wav. Salt Lake City, Utah
CARTER, ROBERT A., Ill,
46 Ocean Drive North, Shippan, Stamford, Conn.
CASPARIS, MORRISON O Orrmont, Piqua, Ohio
CASPARIS, STANHOPE A Orrmont, Piqua, Ohio
CASS, G. MARGARET, Grace Ave., and 15th St., Haines Citv, Fla.
CETRULO, DANTE A. . . . 234 Mt. Prospect Ave., Newark, N. J.
CHINDAHL, MARGERY E Maitland. Fla.
CHISHOLM, GEORGE A., JR. . .89 Meridian St., Melrose, Mass.
CICCARELLI, DOROTHY A., 1264 French Ave., Lakewood, Ohio
CLANTON, MELVIN . . 517 West Highland St., Lakeland, Fla.
CLARK, JOHN E., II . . . . 1010 Laurel Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
CLARKE, GEORGE II 104 Lexington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
CLELAND, MARGARET J. . 2 Lynde Lane, \\ illiamstown, Mass.
COATES, F. JANE 317 Phelps Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
COATES.
.1 AMES I..,
680 South Washington Street, Constantine, Mich.
COE, WILLIAM G 1410 N. Mills, Orlando, Fla.
COLLINS, WILLIAM G. W Ninevah, N. Y.
COLVIN, MARGARET G 914 Hoyt Ave.. Saginaw, Mich.
CONN, LILLIAN A 463 Ollie Ave., Winter r.uk. I I.,
COOKE, BENJAMIN A. . .1029 Plandome Road, Plandome. Y v.
COSTELLO, RITA M.. 405 Lake Elbert Drive. Winter Haven, Fla.
COSTELLO, THOMAS F.,
405 Lake Elbert Drive, Winter Haven, Fla.
CRAIG, JAMES H 716 Lake Avenue. \\ i I m<-t t III.
CRAM, DONALD J.,
Apt. 5-6, 333 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
CRAWFORD, DWII) V, 2861 Eaton Koad. Sl.akei 11,-ights. Ohio
CURIE, CHARLES, . . Curie Road, Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y.
DANDLIKER. WALTER B 1615 Vsher St., Orlando, Fla.
DANIEL, FRANCES R 601 Dartmouth St., Orlando, Fla.
DARLING, DUDLEY V. I. . .Woodland Drive. Pleasantville, N. Y.
DARLING, HELEN V. I. . .Woodland Drive, Pleasantville, N. Y.
DARNOLD, DOYLE H., JR. . . . 1743 Charles St., Orlando, Fla.
DAUGHERTY, OLIVER E Wildw I. Fla.
DAUGHERTY, WILLIAM B Wild* I. Fla.
DAUNIS, FRANK J 8 Laurel St., Auburn. Maine
DAVIS, A. GAYNER Forsyth, Ga.
DAVIS, BETTY C Box 767. West Palm Beach. Fla.
DAVIS, DAVID A R. R. No. 1, Washington, N. J.
DAVIS, E. LEIGH Forsyth, Ga.
DAVIS, ROBERT A 611 West 6th St.. Erie. Pa.
DAVIS, WENDELL A 120 Phillips St., Wollaston, Mass.
DAVIS, WESLEY 721 West Amelia, Orlando, Fla.
DEAN, ROSALIE R 610 South Center St.. Orange, N.J.
deGIERS, BETTY,
Kelvin Apts. 4A, Continental Ave., Foresl Hills, L I.. Y \ .
DENISON, HORTENSE A. . .52 West Winter St., Delaware, Ohio
DENNIS, J. WESLEY . . . . 200 Mont ford Ave., Asheville, N. C.
DENSMORE, JEAN 52 Hyslop Road, Brookline, M tss.
DREW, BARBARA S. . . . 625 Morewood Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
DURSCHLAG, CONSTANCE E., 13930 Lake Ave., Lakewood, Ohio
EARLE, ANN C, . . 175 Third Avenue, N.E., St. Petersburg, Fla.
EDMANDS, BRUCE B., 6500 Allison Island, Miami Beach. Fla.
EDWARDS, JAMES B., JR., 144 Woodridge Place, Leonia, N. J.
EHRAMJIAN, ARAX A. . . . 1640 East 29th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
EHRLICH, EMANUEL ... 129 Rivington St., New York, N. Y.
EHRLICH, GEORGE .... 129 Rivington St., New York, N. Y.
ELLIOTT, ALICE E Box 644. Melbourne. Fla.
ELY, MATTHEW G., JR., 804 Wolfs Lane, Pelham Manor, N. Y.
ENGLISH. M. ELIZABETH . . 224 Maple Ue.. Red Rank. N.J.
ENQUIST, FRANKLIN R.,
Country Club Road. Wethersfield, Conn.
ERBE, PHYLLIS 666 Sheridan Road. Winnetka, HI.
FAIRBANKS, JEAN S. . . . 5436 Hyde Park Blvd.. Chicago. 111.
FAIRCHILD. JANE R Winter Garden. Fla.
FARNSWOR 1 11. E\ ERETT I... JR.. 1 1 Dav Ue.. WesthYld. M tss.
FARR, E. NORINE 610 N. Mills St., Orlando, Fla.
FAST, ALAN C Buxton Lane, Riverside, Conn.
FEDRIZZI, BRUNO J Box 46, Weatogue, Conn.
FEEDER. IR\ INC M 8 Lathrop Court. Norwich. Conn.
FELDER, NATHANIEL S. . . . 8 Lathrop Court, Norwich, Conn.
FENNELL, ORVILLE G.,
Fairway Ave.. Orienta Point. Mamaroneck. N. Y.
FERRIS, GEOFFREY C. . . 501 Ridge Road. New Haven. Conn.
FETNER, WILLI AM W.. JR., 616 Vassar Ave., University City, Mo.
FISHER, NANCY A. . . 839 Kennesaw Road, Birmingham, Mich,
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FLAGG, ISABEL L 148 Highland St., Worcester, Mass.
FLUNO, HELEN J 781 Antonette, Winter Park, Fla.
FONTAINE, CLAIRE C. . . 19 Woodland Ave., Bronxville, N. Y.
FORD. HORTENSE 103 Crescent Place, Tampa, Fla.
FRANCE, H. BOYD . . . . 1539 Glencoe Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
FROST MARTHA L. . Route No. 6, Roswell Road, Atlanta, Ga.
FULLER. GEORGE E., JR 153 Oak, Fairhope, Ala.
GAULDING, EMMETT M. . 814 W. Fairbanks, Winter Park, Fla.
GENTIL, ADOLPHO De C, P. 0. Box 16, Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil
GENTIL, LUIZ De C. . . .P. 0. Box 16, Fortalezi, Ceara. Brazil
GIANTONIO, JOHN E. . . . 1610 East 118th St., Cleveland, Ohio
GIBEAULT, J. CLAIRE 1626 Asher St., Orlando, Fla.
GILLESPIE, RICHARD L. . . 157 Ashland Ave., Asheville, N. C.
GOLDSMITH, WARREN R. . 123 West 57th St., New York, N. Y.
GOOD, CARL M. . . 4833 Rockwood Parkway, Washington, D. C.
GORE, MARY B. . . 2100 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D. C.
GRAVES, EMILY G 420 Melrose Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
GREEN, JOHN Sunnyside Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
GREGG', CHARLOTTE . . . . 242 S. June St., Los Angeles, Cal.
GREGG, JESS A 242 S. June St., Los Angeles, Cal.
GRIDLEY, ANSEL E St. Armand's Key, Sarasota, Fla.
GRIFFITHS, GWENDOLYN. 903 Wellesley Road, Pittsburgh, Pa.
GROSS, ELLEN D 4300 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.
GROSS, JOHN H 1565 Orange Ave., Winter Park. Fla.
GRUNDLER, FRANK O. . . 42 West Miller Ave., Orlando, Fla.
GUINZBURG, MARJORIE . . . 480 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
HAGEMAN, JOHN H 58 Thompson Ave., Babylon, N. Y.
HAGENBUCH, JOHN D 50 Bellair Place, Newark, N. I.
HAGGERTY, M. ELIZABETH . 349 Comstock, Winter Park, Fla.
HAGGERTY, ROBERT J. . 349 Comstock Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
HAGNAUER, HILBERT W., JR. . No. 2 Fair Oaks, Clayton, Mo.
HAGOOD, L. JEROME, JR 1206 E. Kaley, Orlando, Fla.
HAIMOWITZ, ELY 1131 DeWitt Drive, Orlando, Fla.
HAIMOWITZ, SYLVIA L. D.. 727 Largo Road, Jacksonville, Fla.
HALEY, MARELLE Wildwood, Fla.
HALL, BETTY J 336 Rose Blvd.. Akron, Ohio
HALL, JOHN C 123 West 57th St., New York, N. Y.
HAMPTON, RALPH E. . . . 131 Woodrow Ave., Asheville, N. C.
HANNA., JOE D., JR 741 Fifth St., Struthers, Ohio
HANNAHS, ELIZABETH T. . . . 6314 Fifth Ave , Kenosha, Wis.
HARDMAN, SAM P 1218 Naldo Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.
HARMON, EDNA P 34 E. King Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HARMON, MAJOR K., JR. . . . 34 E. King Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HARMS. WILLIAM S 618 Cathcart St.. Orlando. Fla.
HARRINGTON, JANET E. ... 58 Sunset Ave., Amherst, Mass.
II \RRlNOTON. li \LPH H. . . Kll Holl We.. \\ inter Park. Kla.
HARRIS, BEATRICE M. . 700 East Colonial Drive. Orlando, Fla.
HARRIS, JOHN L.,
5261 Independence Ave., Riverd'^le-on-Hudson, New York, N. Y.
HARRIS, RACHEL E. . . . 724 Bonita Drive, Winter Park. Fla.
HAUSMAN, WESTON H. ... 37 Peters Place, Red Bank, N. J.
HAYES, ROBERT McM., JR Webster, Fla.
HEATH, WILMA C. . . . 2722 E. Newton Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
HENLINE, CLAIR G 227 W. Central, Orlando, Fla.
HERBERT, JEAN E 10 Cooper Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.
HERMANN, SHIRLEY A 82 Essex Road, Winnetka, 111.
HEYDER, ERIKA Shelter Harbor. Westerley, R. I.
HICKOK, RAYMOND T., 185 Dorchester Road, Rochester, N. Y.
HILL, RUTH E 2020 17th St. S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
HITT, HELEN C 358 Vitoria Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
||()|)(;|)()\. S\UY ( \Iuna\ Hill. Li-I 11 hba>. Maine
HOENIG, IRENE C. . 420 N. Oleander Ave., Daytona Beach. Fla.
HOFFT, MARY L 5 Bryn Mawr Ave., Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
HOLDEN, JEAN 416 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
HOOVER, HERBERT W., JR North Canton, Ohio
HORINE, (Mrs.) ETHYL S. . . . 15 Macon St, Asheville, N. C.
HORNOR. MARY V. . . . 466 Hornor Ave.. Clarksburg. W. Va.
HUBBARD, BETTY A. . . 1517 Westchester Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HUBBARD, FRANK M. . . 1517 Westchester Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HUGLI, DOROTHY L Diamond, Ohio
HUME, WARREN C. . . 5718 N. Sacramento Ave., Chicago. 111.
JACKSON. HAZEL 134 E. Harvard, Orlando, Fla.
JENKINS, JOAN S. . . Box 5432 Seabreeze, Davtona Beach, Fla.
JENNINGS, KATHERINE E. ... 12 Elmcrest, Norwalk, Conn.
JOHNSON, JOSEPH D Box 133, Haines City, Fla.
IOHNSON, LOIS . . . . 114 Wyoming Ave., South Orange, N.J.
JOHNSON, NANCY E. . .260 Glenwood Road, Englewood. N. J.
JOHNSON, ROBERT 30 Lee St.. Lincoln, Maine
JOHNSTON, DWIGHT McM Box 116, Ocoee, Fla.
JONES. CLYDE B 606 Brookshire St., Asheville, N. C.
JONES, FRANCES L. . . . 612 Springfield Ave., Wyoming, Ohio
JONES, JANET 50 Kenwood Ave., Hammond, Ind.
JONES, RICHARD B. . . 405 Belleview Blvd., Steubenville, Ohio
JUSTICE, JACK F Route No. 2, Asheville, N. C.
JUSTICE, JOE Route No. 2, Asheville, N. C.
KASTEN, FREDERICK C, JR.,
2914 N. Summit Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
KAYE, ARLINE .... 4490 Pine Tree Drive, Miami Beach, Fla.
KELLER, JACK F. P. O. Box 267, Winter Garden, Fla.
KELLOGG-SMITH, JOAN . . Rigs O'Marlow, Chestertown, Md.
KELLY, PHILIP R 299 Irwin St., Phillipsburg, N. J.
KENNEDY, ELIZABETH G. . 452 Deering Ave., Portland, Maine
KENNEDY, ELVA M 606 South Delaware, Tampa. Fla.
KENNEDY, JEFFERSON, JR. . 20 West Drive, Larchmont, N. Y.
KINGSBURY, VIRGINIA L. . . 3 Fairfield Place, Yonkers, N. Y.
KITHCART, \I\KT1I \ \. . 2100 9th St. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
KNOWLTON, ELIZABETH,
706 19th Avenue, N.E., St. Petersburg, Fla.
KRAUS. CLARENCE W 49 Park St., Buffalo, N. Y.
KROUSE, GEORGE D. . 651 Glen Ridge Way, Winter Park, Fla.
KRUSE, ELIZABETH A.,
1200 Bunkers Cove Road, Panama City, Fla.
KURVIN, ROBERT B 304 Main St., Suffield, Conn.
LADD, LORA J 433 East Third St., Hinsdale, 111.
LADO, ROBERT 2712 Main St., Tampa. Fla.
LANGFORD, ADRIAN E. . . . 1201 E. Gadsden, Pensacola, Fla.
LANGWORTHY, ALENA J., 337 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
LAURSEN, PATRICIA L R. D. No. 7, Akron, Ohio
LAWRENCE, JAMES S 326 Ridgewood, Orlando, Fla.
LAWTON, A. CHAPMAN . . . 2310 Amherst St., Orlando, Fla.
LEACH, ELIZABETH W SewalPs Point, Jensen, Fla.
LEONARD, EVELYN E. . . 5320 Alton Road, Miami Beach, Fla.
LESH, J. PHIL R. F. D. No. 3, Arkansas City, Kans.
LEVIS, SHIRLEY J Highlands Hotel, Ocala, Fla.
LEVY, EDWARD C 1878 S.W. Coral Way, Miami, Fla.
LEWIS, CAROLYN A 805 Robbins Ave., Niles, Ohio
LIBERMAN, FREDERIC J. . . 914 East 12th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
LICHTENSTEIN, MORTIMER H., Ill Park Ave., Baldwin, N. Y.
LINGERFELT, CHARLES C, JR., 11 Boston Way, Asheville, N. C.
LOCKE, NANCY 10 Sewall St., Augusta, Maine
LUCAS, MARGUERITE . . . 1520 Spruce St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
LUZIER, NEAL E 5825 Overhill Road, Kansas City, Mo.
McAULIFFE, ELEANOR M.,
25 Greenway South, Forest Hills, N. Y.
MacBRIAR WALLACE N., JR.,
3509 N. Shephard Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
McCARTHY, GEORGE T., III. J41 Linden Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
McCORKLE, ROBERT C, JR.,
Box 383 (Flower Hill ) . Manhasset. L. I., N. Y.
MeCORMICk. ROBERTA S. . . . 872 Grove Si.. Meadville. Pa.
McCREARY, W. BRUCE,
R. R. No. 1, Upper River Road, Louisville, Ky.
McCUTCHEN, BETTY L 716 Main St., Blytheville, Ark.
MacDONALD, ETHEL I. . . 21 BrinkerhofT Ave., Freehold, N. J.
McDONOUGH, KATHRYN M.,
18157 Clifton Road. Lakewood, Ohio
McELROY, ELLEN W. . . . 23 W. Lucerne Circle, Orlando. Fla.
McEWAN, ROBERT H 705 DeLaney. Orlando, Fla.
McFALL, ROBERT F. . . . 19605 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland. Ohio
McHUGH, JAMES J 122 Trenton St., Pawtucket, R. I.
McINNIS, MARION T 501 Lemon Ave., Palmetto, Fla.
MACKEMER, BETTY O Grand View Drive, Peoria. 111.
MACKEMER, MAROLYN . . . . Grand View Drive. Peoria. 111.
McLEAN, I. MARGARET,
445 Goundry Street, North Tonawanda, N. Y.
McQUEEN, MARJORIE L.
4117 Linden Hills Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn.
MA. PAUL 40 Kie Rein St.. Harbin, China
\l \kKMSON. JOHN II.. 15 N'.E. Sixtll \ve.. Ft. Lauderdale. Kla.
MALONEY, JOHN P., JR. . . 816 Prospect Ave., Ridgefield, N.J.
MARCHMAN, MARY E. . . 217 W. Comstock, Winter Park, Fla.
MARTIN, MARGARET A Box 134, Okoboji, Iowa
MATTHEWS, JOSEPH L., JR.,
319 N. Kings Highwnv, S keston. Mo.
MICHELSON, BARBARA . . 302 W. 12th St., New York, N. Y.
MIDDLEBROOKS, BILLY M,
Box 504, 108 Plant St., Winter Garden, Fla.
MILLER. DONALD 206 Highbrook Ave., Pelham, N. Y.
MILLER, JANE B 5 Lucerne Court, Orlando. Fla.
MILLER', ROBERT D 32 Undercliff Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
MITCHELL, ANN H Genesee Street, New Berlin, N. Y.
MITCHELL, MERLIN P 715 W. Yale, Orlando. Fla.
MONTGOMERY, FRANCES C,
185 Christopher St., Montclair, K. J.
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MOO UK. ELSIE 1 315 West |()r>lh St.. New York. \. Y .
MORGAN, VICTORIA . . . Indian Rocks Road, Clearwater, Fla.
MORGAN, VIRGINIA G.,
Belleaii Estates. Indian Rocks Road. Gleam ater. Kla.
MORSK. .1 VNET I' 66 Oakdale St.. Brockton. Mass.
Ml RPHY. DON \l DR 6107 Kenmore We., Chicago, III.
MUTISPAUGH. M. JUNE . . . Route 2, Box 23, Plant City, Fla.
MYERS, JOHN C., JR 910 Center St., Ashland. Ohio
NAUGHT, CAROLYN L 524 Cherry St., Elizabeth. N. J.
NELSON, l.ll.Ml \ 907 Kalb St., Leesburg, El
NEWTON, JAMES .... 191 Claremont Ave., New York. N. Y.
NICHOLSON. JOHN .1. . . . 230 Swope We., Winter Park, Fla.
NIED'T. EDWARD G. . . 1065 Kentucky V\e.. Wintei Park, Fla.
NIV MILDRED \.
. . . 505 Bellevue We., Daytona Beach, Fla.
NORTHE.N. BARBARA H. . 1565 Eorest \ve.. W inter Park, Fla.
NORTHEN, VIRGINIA ... 725 E. Fort King We., Ocala.Fla.
OGI1A IE. DON \LD P 1626 Thorndale We., Chicago, III.
Ol.DH \M. \NN1E B 2112 Laura St., Jacksonville. Eh.
OR EX. \\ INN- KID 1! R. I'). Hon 210 \. Oilan.h. II,,.
PATTERSON, HARRY H., JR Main Street, Atmore, Ua.
PEIRCE, ESTHER L. . . . 235 Washington Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
PERROTTET, FRANCES A. . 742 Edgewater Drive, Orlando. Fla.
PHILLIPS, E. JOHN, JR. . . Glenwood Estates, Clearwater, Ela.
PHILLIPS, G. ELIZABETH . . 1009 E. Washington, Orlando. Fla.
PHILLIPS, LEONARD F Route 1. Summerfield, Fla.
PHILLIPS. LIVERNE V 71 Pearl St., Torrington, Conn.
PHILLIPS, THOMAS W.. Ill Phillips Hall, Butler, Pa.
PICK, SUSANNE C. . . 438 North Eighth Ave.. West Bend. Wis.
PITMAN, THEODORE B.. JR. . . 36 Euston St.. Brookline, Mass.
PORCHER, KATHERINE B Cocoa, Fla.
POWELL, KATHRYN ... 729 N.W. 47th Terrace, Miami, Fla.
PRITCHARD, PATRICIA C Atlantic Beach, Fla.
PURSE. ASHLEY A. . . . 435 Chestnut St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Ql ANTRELL, VIRGINIA,
5 Leonard Road. Bronxville, New Y'ork, N. Y,
RAE, JOHN, JR North Stonington, Conn.
RAE. ROBINHOOD North Stonington. Conn.
RAND, ELEANOR F 52 Highland St., Plymouth, N. H.
RATHBUN, DOROTHY E. . . . Route 3, Box 97, Orlando, Fla.
RAUSCHER, CHARLES R.,
3133 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
REED, THEODORE W.. JR. . . 239 Fairmount St., Lowell. Mass.
REINHOLD, JUNE A. . . . 1880 Shadowlawn, Jacksonville. Fla.
REMBOCK. JOSEPH J Main Hill, Collinsville, Conn.
RICH. DOROTHEA M 346 East Main St., Bradford. Pa.
RIDDLE, DONALD D 609 East Central, Orlando. Fla.
RIEGER, IRENE E 523 South 46th St., Philadelphia. Pa.
RINEHART, EVA M. ... 436 South Orange Ave., Orlando. Fla.
RIPLEY. LAURA M., 540 Fountain St. N.E., Grand Rapids. Mich.
RITTENHOUSE, JAYNE F. . 4901 Woodlawn Ave.. Chicaso. 111.
RODDA, RICHARD S 455 Carlton Ave., Bethlehem. Pa.
ROGERS, ABBOTT,
Hampton Court. 207 N. 35th St., Philadelphia. Pa.
ROGERS. MARGARET S.,
care Mr. Henry Lee Willet, Box 157. Ambler. Pa.
ROLLINS, CLAUDE 422 Depot St.. Asheville, N. C.
I!0()SE\ I I I. I. VEERED . . . 804 Fifth We., NVu York. N. ^ .
ROPER, ANN 1020 N. Second St.. Rockford, 111.
ROYALL WALTER L 160 Main St., Yarmouth. Maine
RUSE, ROBERT T 402 Somerset Road, Baltimore. Md.
RUSS, MARION R 2106 Marjorie Ave., Tampa, Fla.
RUSSELL, JANE A Rockledge, Fla.
RYAN, LILLIAN McD. . . 314 Hawthorne Dr.. Kelsey City, Fla.
SANDERS, JOSEPHINE F. 1210 West Weslev Road. Mlanta.Ca.
SANDLIN, M. CAROLINE Box 132. Old Fort. N. C.
SAVAGE, MYRON L Box 1590, Orlando, Fla.
SCANLON, JACK T. . . . 1593 Wyandotte Ave., Lakewood, Ohio
SCHEU, WILLIAM E 566 West Ferry St., Buffalo. N. Y.
SCOTT. EDITH F North Bridgton, Maine
SCOTT. ELIZABETH W Bainbridge, Ross County, Ohio
SCUDDER, G. KENNETH, JR.,
2190 Glenwood Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
SEARLE, ANNE M. . . 1800 Florida Ave., West Palm Beach, Fla.
SEDLMAYR, CARL J.. JR..
5959 La Gorce Drive, Miami Beach, Fla.
SHREWSBURY, RANKIN L. . . . R. F. D. No. 1, Maitland, Fla.
SHRINER, DeJAY J. . . Ill Franklin Ave.. New Rochelle. N. Y.
SIDDALL, WARREN F. . . . 554 Hamilton St.. Norristown, Pa.
SKINNER, E. ANTOINETTE . . 165 Holt Ave., Winter Park. Ela.
SMITH, ELEANOR V 7823 Kingston, Chicago, 111.
SMITH. E\ El A NE I. . . . 56 Vandeventer Place. St. Louis, Mo.
SMITH, FRANCES \ 20 Walnut Lane. Dayton, Ohio
SMITH, < M is. i M \KII.YN T Stephentown, N. Y.
SMITH. PRISCILLA P 53(1 \lhntie We.. Boston. M-iss
SOLI) \ II. .SECOND!) J. . . . 59 Winter St., Somersworth, N. II.
SPE VS. ROIll RT I ( \ • mm,. \\ intei Park I la
SPEYER. DANIEL E 115 East 67th St.. New York. N. Y.
STACK LER, LEON M 851 Sunnvside Ave., Chicago, III.
SI VPLES, \ IRGIN1 \ M..
The Camphours, R. R. No. 2. Orlando, Fla.
STEELE, DOROTII. \ 609 Clark St.. EvansN.n. III.
STEFFENS, JI EES IE.
14214 So. Woodland Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio
STEVENS, ELIZABETH A. . . . 815 Robbins We., Nib-. Ohio
STIG, El SA M II ibern St.. N'antu. kei Island. \l
STODDARD. MAR CI A E. . Racebrook Road. Woodbridge, Conn.
STONERIK K. KOI:! R I E R„x No. 165, Ungw I. Fla.
STOUT, CHARLOTTE S. . . 517 Goodwyn Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
STOUT, J. VIRGINIA . . . 785 Formosa We., Winter Park, Fla.
STRYKER, HENRY T "Windemere," Doylestown, Pa.
SWAN, ALFRED W.
. . . 1117 Edgewood Drive, Lakeland. Fla.
SWIFT. FLORENCE C 713 E. Marks St., Orlando. Ela.
TAKAC1I. DAPHNE A 1115 Myrtle We., Sanford, Ela.
TERRY. LOIS S 2818 Morgan St.. Tampa. Fla.
THOMPSON. C \RL E 5221 N.W. 5tl, We.. Miami. Fla.
THOMSON. EDYTHE \..
Shelton Hotel, 49th & Lexington Ave., New York. N. Y.
TILGHMAN, JEAN S 515 Camden Ave.. Salisburv. M l.
TOLSON, A. CAR ROW . . . . 6 Longwood Road, Baltimore, Md.
TOMLINSON, ELIZABETH M..
116 New England We.. \\ inter Park. El l.
TRENDLE. MARY K. . . 8120 East Jefferson We., Detroit. Midi.
TURK, RICHARD W..
135 Fourteenth St.. care Belts Apis., Toledo. Ohio
I I RNER. IE \N
211 Hunter Ave.. Pbilipse Manor, North Tarrytown, N. Y.
TUTTLE, ELIZABETH F Box 26. Maitland, Ela.
TUTTLE, GRACIA E 555 Sheridan Road. Glencoe. III.
VANDERBILT, VIRGIN! \ E. . Hobart Wenue. Short Hills. N. J.
VAN SCHOIACK. PATRIC1 \. 56 Crestwood Drive, St. Louis, Mm.
VAN WICKLE. VERGES. 6105 North Bay Road. Miami Reach. Ela.
VERIGAN. RICH Mil) II 1035 Lakeview Drive
VODGES, GLADYS M..
5123 Greene Street. Germantown, Philadelphia. Pa.
\\ \ONER. JOHN E. . .713 Uonniebi ie We.. \\ inlet Park. I la.
WARD, ROBERT B., JR.,
Main Street (Box 282), Old Savbrook, Conn.
WATSON, ELIZABETH R..
2712 Cranlyn Road. Shaker Heights, Cleveland. Ohio
WEAVER, MARY E. . '. . . 2129 River Blvd.. Jacksonville. Fla.
WEBB, WILLIAM. JR. . Box 72. IE E. D. N,,. 2, Fairfield, n.
\\ EIDNER. LOIS \ . . . 7(,7 Pennsvb ini i \\c.. W inlet Park. I I i
WELCH, PALL B., JR 504 Raehn Ave., Orlando. Ela.
\\ I SSON, RICH VRD S.,
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